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a temporary, health resort on this
ranch, where Afflicted members of
the order are being treated. The re AWYER OFU. S. MAY NOT
ple. Scientific methods have overcome--
the two most serious dangers to this in f
dustry the codling moth, andj the
late frosts. Spraying against the for-- J
mer, and protection by smudge fires J
ON
II'I 1
CELEBRATI
AT FliISC
OPENS
NOTE IS
DEAD
to an exact science, and up to date
orchardists figure on a certain ex-
penditure per annum for these pur-
poses as a positive insurance against
failure of crop from these causes.
This cost bears a very small propor-
tion to the value of the crop saved by
it. The entire fruit crop of the
famous Grand Valley region in Colo-
rado, valued at ?3,000,000, was saved
this year by smudge fires from an
otherwise fatal freeze, the tempera-
ture with the trees in bloom dropping
to 20 degrees. A full description of:
the process and the. results obtained
in the "Scientific American" of Oc-
tober 91909, shows that the first cost
of equipping an orchard with smudge
pots for coal or. oil is about $45 per
acre, and the cost of maintenance and
firing in subsequent years when firing
Is ' necessary ("which is not every
year), is about $18. ,
'
JRYING $25,000 LIBEL '
JSUIJ AT ALBUUUtKUUfc
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 19. The
case of" William Phillips, , formerly,
a policeman on the city force, versus
the Sun Publishing company, Mrs.
Laura Biggar Bennett and C. C. Hen-- !
drlcks, in which Phillips askB $25,000.
and costs as compensation for injury j
suited from alleged libelous articles
appearing in the Albuquerque Sun,
was called for trial before Judge Ira
A. Abbott in the district court yester -
day afternoon.
C. C. Hendricks was permitted by
AN ATORIUM
SOON TO BE
BEAUTY
PROMINENT KNIGHTS OF PYTH
IAS MEET HERE TO DISCUSS
PLANS
AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES GO OVER
DETAILS AND VISIT VAL--
.
' MORA RANCH
BONO ISSUE IS PROPOSED
THIS WILL PROVIDE FUNDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF GREAT
HOSPITAL
Another step towards the early
commencement of work on a great
fraternal sanatorium to cost upwards
of 11,000,000, which will be built near
Las Vegas by the Knights of Pythias,
one of the oldest, as well as the larg-
est fraternal orders In the United
States, was taken at a meeting held
here yesterday, which extended Into
last night, of the board of trustees of
this order, which has the details of
this mammoth project in charge.
This meeting was presided. by
Or. George McConnell, grand medical
examiner of the Knights of Pythias
and chief in charge of the insurance.
the court to act as his own attorney, Lombroso, who was born at Ven-bu- t
permission was refused him to jcei gained fame as the author of "The
represent the Sun company or Mrs. criminal", which was published in
Bennett several montns ago tien -
dricks was suspended from practis- - tne Bcience of criminal anthropology,
ing in New Mexican courts for six Lombroso in early life studied liter-mont-
and the time has not yet lap- - ature linguistics and archaeology, but
sed for his reinstatement to the bar. Changed his plans and became anBut little progress was made in the Brmy surgeon in 1859. In 1862 he
case yesterday, and it is likely that wa9 appointed professor of diseases
several days will be required to pre8-- f tne mma at pavla'an Italian in-e-
the evidence. Rt.it.utinn. and later toofc charge of the
REHABILITATED CITY HONORS
DON GASPAR DE PORTOLA,
ITS DISCOVERER
EARLY SCENES
FAMOUS EXPLORER IMPERSON
ATED AND CHEERED BY
MULTITUDES
' ;
MOST BRILLIANT PARADE
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS PARTI
CIPATE IN MAGNIFICENT
STREET PAGEANT
San Francisco, Oct. 19. Arisen
Phoenix-lik- e from almost total de
struction by Are and earthquake, re
habilitated San Francisco today is
making merry in festivities to com
memorate the discovery of the bay by
Don Gaspar de fortoia, but in reality
in honor of the of the city.
Having boarded the revenue cutter
Golden Gate at dawn, Nicholas Cover- -
rubltas, impersonating Portola, en
tered Golden Gate harbor at 10 o'clock
amid the booming of guns,-o- f Ameri
can and foreign warships gathered in
the harbor. When he reached the
wharf at the end of Mission street, he
was greeted by deafening cheers of
the great crowds and escorted by
Portala dragoons, dressed In ' equip-
ment of the days of the real ex
plorer, headed a wonderful cosmopol-
itan parade to Union Square, where
he was presented with the keys of
the city. The parade included United
States regulars, blue' jackets, sailors
and marines from the battleships of
Japan. England,- - Holland, Germany,- -
and Italy. At Union Square- a toast
proposed by President Taft to the' re-
built city was drunk and )on Gaspar
was presented to Queen Vlrgllla, who
will reign during the five days of the,
carnival.
An Echo'From Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 19. Three hundred
thousand school children today joined
the country-wid- e outburst in giving
three cheers for the rehabilitation of
San Francisco. , "
ORVILLE WRIGHT PREVENTS
POSSIBLE FATAL ACCIDENT
College Park, Md., Oct. 19. The
motor of the government aeroplane
stopped during a flight this morning.Lieut Lahm was at the helm, but
Orville Wright seized the lever as the
engine stopped and brought the ma-
chine to the ground safely.
department of the order, with head-g- t ,a and Peter Cooper Hewitt, forquarters at Chicago. Other members three nundred thousand dollars dam-prese- ntwere General Charles F. Eas- - each for alienation ol his wife's
sults have been so satisfactory that
they have had the effect of hastening
the commencement or worn on me wa
tional sanatorium.
PITTSBURG HONORS
IT8 BASEBALL HEROES
Pittsburg. Oct, 19. Pittsburg last
night celebrated the victory of its
National league baseball team in the
world's championship series. A great
parade marched to Forbes field,
where the exercises were held.
Mayor Magee and other city offi
cials, the members of the Pittsburg
baseball club and the Fourteenth and
Eighteenth regiments of the national
guard of Pennsylvania formed the
vanguard of the unique assemblage.
Practically every political club ot
Allegheny county was in line, as was
also about one hundred atnietic or-
ganizations. Each section constituted
a division of the parade, while the
business men and various trades
unions marched In another class.
Forbes field was taxed to its capa
city. Mayor Magee, .Congressman
James F. Burke and other prominent
citizens of the city made addresses.
Mayor Magee presented each play
er with a check for his share of the
receipts of the world's series.
SENSATIONAL DIVORCE
CASE NOW ON TRIAL
New York, Oct. 19. The Batonyi
divorce case in which Mrs. Frances
Burke Roche Batonyi Is suing Aurel
Batonyi for a separation on statutory
grounds, is now on trial here.
Mrs. Batonyi concluded her case
this morning, when the maid of
Margaret Allen, one of the co-re- -
sopndents, told of the nightly, visits of
Batonyi.
Batonyi then took the stand to ex-
plain the taxicab rides, with Beatrice
Brevaine another
Batonyi, who was the first witness for
the defense, denied absolutely all the
allegations of misconduct, with the
and announced he had
sued his father-in-la- Frank K.
affections
RANCHMAN MARKETS
,1LARGE.AEPLE CROP
"Hilario .Slontoya. a rancher on the,
Rio Sapello, arrived in town today
with seven wagon loads of apples, or
16,000 pounds in all, which he sold to
local firms. The apples are of several
varieties and unexcelled as to quality,
vuuiyniiug uiuio iuau Lavuiaui Willi
apples which are shipped in from
other apple producing sections. Mr.
Montoya owns one of the prettiest
ranches in this section, a "good part of
which is in orchard.
SLAYER OF SALT LAKE
POLICEMAN CONFESSES
Salt Lake, "Utah, October 19. Lee
Driskell, ' recently arrested In Ogden,
today confessed to the police that he
killed Policeman U. C. Rellly October
6, after Rellly had arrested him for
highway robbery. In searching the
prisoner; Rellly overlooked a revolver
in the waist band of Driskell's trous-
ers and- - the latter broke away and
shot the officer on the way to the sta-tion-
,
CLOUDBURST DAMAGES
SAN MARCUS, TEXAS
San Marcus, Texas, Oct. 19. A
cloudburst struct this city early to-
day. Ten inches of rain fell during
the past twenty-fou- r hours, causing
heavy property loss. Many houses are
flooded.
dent Diaz' palace in Mexico City,
from the silverware and cut glass, to
r '"" "u " ieyai. wasprepare(i President Dlaz, himself,
ate from the personal plate used by
Emperor Maximilian, which is now a
coveted historical treasure.
As for Mr. Hoskins, while he did
not attend the banquet, arriving at
El Paso too late in the afternoon, he
had an experience, which he will not
soon forget. However, It was not so
pleasant as was Dr. Cunningham's.
With a friend, Mr. Hosklns crossed
the Rio Grande to Juarez
.Saturday
night to take In the sights. He be-
came wedged in a jam of struggling
humanity and in the excitement was
"touched" for his pocketbook by a
member ot the light fingered gentry,
Fortunately heUpst but $4 in silver(which he had in a pocketbook he was
carrying in his right trouser's pocket
He ia congratulating himself that he
was not killed, for he came near being
pushed into a deep areaway before he
succeeded in escaping' from his perilous--
position.
According to Mr. Hosklns, hundreds
of persons haf their pockets pickedin this Jam which was engineered by
an organized gang ef pickpockets that
they might get in their, work without
detection. ' '
:
DEPORT
1
GUTIERREZ DE LARA, MEXICAN
AUTHOR, MAKING HARD
FIGHT
AN UNDESIRABLE ALIEN
ARRESTED AT LOS ANGELES FOR
THREATENING PRESIDENT
TAFT
WIFE AMERICAN WOMAN
SHE CLAIMS IF HUSBAND IS SENT
BACK; TO MEXICO HE WILL
BE EXECUTED.
Los Angeles, Oct. of
Guiterrez de Lara, the Mexican author
who is in jail here under "orders of
the immigration authorities as an un-
desirable, ailen, being accused of
speaking against President Taft and
all forms of government, asserts tha
he cannot be held as an alien as he has.
been in this country more than three
years. He asserts that when he re-
turned to Mexico with an American
magazine writer, it was but for a
temporary stay. Mrs. de Lara, who is
an American woman, is greatly ex
cited over her husband's position,
fearing that he will De returned to
Mexico and put to death.
ASKS LAWS REGULATING
NAVIGATION OF AIR
New York, Oct, 19. In a lecturelst night before the Aero Club of
America, Lyttleton Fox urged that
rtepsf be taken for the immediate en.
ai'tiaent " of laws deflniag the
of persons traveling in balloons and
aeroplanes, He fears unless some
laws are enacted,' property owners
whose titles give them title to , the
air above their properties, will prose
cute aeronauts for trespassing. He
advises that a certain stratum be set
aside as an aerial public highway.
MODERATE DEALINGS IN
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
Boston, Oct. 19. Transfers in the
local wool market continue to be of
fair size, although the demand is sole
ly for small mills. Shipments are
very heavy on a steadily Increasing
demand for goods. There is no
material change in prices. Further
sales of Montana clips in original
bags have been made at 27 1-- 2 28
cents. Fine territorial staple is
quoted at 80 cents and fine clothing at7072 cents.-
PRODUCE
ground. Notwithstanding the severe
late frost of last spring, when the
temperature fell to 24 degress, killing
the fruit on part of his trees of cer-
tain less hardy varieties, his orchard
has produced this year a total of 13,-00- 0
boxes of merchantable apples,
equal to about twenty-tw- o car loads.
Part of them have been already sold
locally, and he has orders from Texas
which will consume the remainder oihis output, at prices not less than adollar per box, some varieties bring-
ing a' considerably higher figure.This represents an actual gross reve-
nue of over 1200 per acre for tie sea-
son's yield.
Senator McCreery, of Greeley, Colo.,
pronounced the La Cueva orchard the
finest he had ever seen, and that
apples can be successfully grown on
the mesa is amply proven by the
orchard on Dr. Cunningham's farm on
the plains east of Springer.
Apple orchard lands in Colorado
and Idaho sell readily at $1,000 per
acre and upwards, and the above ex-
ample shows that the same values
exist right here at home. There are
thousands of acres of similar land in,
the above named counties on which
the same results can be obtained. All
that is needed is the same intelli-
gent planting and care. It is well
known that the apples grown in north-
ern New Mexico excel in flavor and
keeping qualities those from farther
south, and in view of the annual
shortage in the apple crop of the
United States, which has in late yearsfallen off about 60 per cent 'owing to
the exhaustion of eastern orchards,
no prophet is needed to foresee what
an immense source of wealth for this
region there is in the culture of this
fruit. Its posslblitieg are not at all
realized, least of all by Las Vegas peo
Phillips alleges that the Sun pub- -
lished articles regarding him which,
were libels, his reputation being con-
slderably damaged as the result The
trouble between Phillips and Hendrlck
grew out-'o- f a fistic encounter be-
tween the policeman and the editor
in which the policeman was badly
worsted., Phillips is Being represent
ed in ..court Jy Hickey and Moore,Hendrlck is defending his own case
and Attorney Robert Moore, it is un
derstood will appear for Mrs. Ben
nett and the Sun company. ,
MERCANTILE COMPANY
IN RECEIVER'S HANDS
Trinidad, Colo ., Oct. ' 19. The
Gerardl Mercantile company, one of
the largest retail grocery establish
ments of the city, has been forced in
to an assignment by its creditors. The
concern is incorporated with a paid
up capital stock of $27,000. , Vincent
Gerardl is president and general man-
ager. .
The liabilities have not been stated.
but it is understood that the assets
will furly cover all claims. Senator
Frank R. Wood has been appointed
assigneee and will sell the business
for' the benefit of the creditors who
are scattered over different parts of
the east, Denver and Pueblo concerns
also being interested.
mere is some talk of the business
being bought in by Tarabino and
Mansbath, a firm recently incor-
porated here with a capital of S150.- -
000. It is not known just what cred-itors forced the assignment, but it
is presumed to be a general move
ment of all creditors, and came as a
surprise to the community here. n
the Gerard! Mercantile comnanv
stood very high in the estimation nf
the people. .
ivy , ui caum r t; , xiuvcii xuai ucoi, uu
Fest and C. M. Bernhardt, of this
city. These comprise the board of
trustees of the National Pythian Sana
torium association, organized "anff-tif-'- t"'
corporate! for" the purpose above men
tioned.
At the meeting just' held details In
connection with the early commence-
ment of work on the sanatorium were
discussed at considerable length. The i
uj ji " o vi tut? udow.mwxju we? cifcr- -
proved and other important matters!
in connection with the project agreed
upon.
It was announced that the supreme
chancellor, supreme
and members constituting the board
of control of the Insurance department
of this order, would likely visit Las
Vegas sometime in December, for the
purpose of looking over the proposed
site and Investigating other matters
in connection with the national sana-
torium to be built near this city. x
All doubt as to the early construc-
tion of the big sanatorium has
been removed., At the meeting here
yesterday, the board of trustees even
went so far as to decide on a bond
issue as a means of raising the funds
which will be necessary to defray the
expenses of the project. From this
Issue almost immediate results are
expected, and it is not too much to
predict that by spring work .will hf
well under way.
With the exception of General Eas-le- y
and Howell Earnest, the trustees
i left this morning for a trip to the
Valmora ranch. They were taken
there by Wm, Harper, In the latter's
automobile. The Pythians now have
CAESAR LOMBROSO, FAMOUS ITA-
LIAN CRIMINOLOGIST, SUCtj'
CUMBS
AUTHOR OF GREAT BOOK
WROTE "THE CRIMINAL", WHICH
MARKED BEGINNING OF
WAS A VERSATILE WRITER
MANY OF HIS WORKS HAVE BEEN
TRANSLATED INTO DIFFER- -
ENT LANGUAGES
Turin, Italy, Oct 19. Caesar Lorn- -
'broso, the noted Italian criminologist
ana anthropologist, died here today
after a ionK niness. aged 73 years.
,1875 an(i marked the beginning or
lT10nT,o nnvinm nnd nsvchiatrv at
Turin.
It waa theory of Lombroso thatr
thorn 1 n. infinite criminal tvne. the
born criminal, distinguished from
other men by physical stigmata,
which ean easiry-be determined, dif-
ferentiated from the normal anatomi-
cally as well as phsychologically.
Lombroso's vork has been of great fft- -
fluence up to the present day, al-
though it is the general verdict that
the criminal type has not been es-
tablished. -
The deceased was a constant and
versatile writer, many of his books
being translated into French, German
and other languages.
WEIGHTS OF JOHNSON
AND KETCHEL MISSTATED
New York, Oct. 19. A rumor is said
to come from reliable sources on the
Pacific coast that the weights of Jack-Johnso-
and Stanley Ketchel were
purposely misstated. It is said John-sa- n
weighed 205 pounds wh'lle Ketchel
did not scale more than 168. , John-
son's weight being announced as 195'
and Ketchel's as 176 to Increase in
terest in the fight. Rumors are also- -
rife that the fight was a fake.
GROSS-KELL- COMPANY
LOSES DAMAGE SUIT
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 19. Goes- -
ling Brothers were awarded Judgmentin the amount of $3,134.04 'againstGross, Kelly and company in the dis-
trict court yesterday morning.the court
directing the jury to return a verdict
to that effect. The plaintiffs suedfor $5,000 alleged to be due as the
result of delayed wool shipments.
PIPE DREAM
.this evening or at any time soon." !
The story Of the goveror's intended -
immediate resignation caused. consid
'
erable amusement in Las Vegas, es-
pecially as coupled with the proposed
appointment of the state chairman ot
Pennsylvania to the position.
CHINESE PRISONERS
WERE ARRAIGNED TODAY
Deputy U. S. Marshal J. H. Smith,
of Albuquerque, arraigned the twoChinamen from Dawson, charged withbeing in the country without certifi-
cates, before U. S. Commissioner WB. Bunker late this afternoon. Therpleaded not guilty and their case went
over until tomorrow to await the
of a Chinese interpreter from ElPaso, Texas. s
LANGFORD ANXIOUS TO
. MEET STANLEY KETCHEL
New York, Oct. 19. Sam Langfordis out with an offer to meet StanleyKetchel at catch weights or at ivipounds, for a $3,000 bMa .1
Colma. Calif. Langford Is confident
nmi aeicuei ana HO&P8 hv
NE MEXICO ORCHARDS
FINEST APPLES IN THE WORLD
PAPER OF HYPHENATED NA1DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM A GUEST
AT THE JAFT-DIA- Z BANQUET HAS GENUINE,
Much has been published of late
about the wonderful apple orchards
of Idaho, Oregon and other northwest-
ern states, and the extraordinary
profits of their crops. It should not
be forgotten, however, that this in-
dustry, though not so, well known
and yet in its infancy, is no less suc-
cessful and profitable in northeastern
New Mexico. No finer apples can be
seen anywhere than those brought in
to the local markets from various lo-
calities in San Miguel, Mora and Col
fax counties. A magnificent exhibit
from the latter county has just been
brought In by Frank Springer from
the orchards of his brother, Charles
Springer, and of M. M. Chase, near
Cimarron, and may be seen at the
San Miguel National Bank.
- There are several varieties of stand-
ard apples, all of extraordinary size
and color, and of the finest quality.
Some of them, such as the large:
"Northern Spy," and the brilliant red1
"Jonathan," are in great demand and
bring the top prices inthe market
The old reliable "Ben Davis," always
a steady seller, is abundantly repre-
sented in size and rich coloring not
surpassed In any eastern region. The
king of them all, however, is Mr.
Chase's famous "Wolf River" apple,
which equals in size and excels in
flavor anything grown In Oregon.
Many of these are over fifteen inches
in circumference, and beautifully col-
ored. That thpse are not isolated
specimen's may be seen from the fact
that in packing from an average lot
in Mr. Chase's storage bins only fifty-seve- n
apples would go in a box of the
standard size.
Mr. Chase's orchard of bearing
trees covers about sixty-fiv- e acres of
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of
the San Miguel National bank of this
city, was one of the honored guests
at the Taft-Dia- z banquet at Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico, on last Saturday night
This Is an honor of which anyone
might feel justly proud, since the
guest list was very limited, there be-
ing but one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
plates in all. v
Dr. Cunningham, accompanied by D.
T. Hosklns, cashier of the San Miguel
National bank, returned last evening
from the Pass City on delayed Santa
Fe train No. 2. In speaking of the
banquet today, Dr. Cunningham said
that it was one of the most, magnifi-
cent affairs he had , ever witnessed
and one which will long remain fresh
in his memory. The decorations were ,
exquisite, neither pains nor expense
being spared and it 4s estimated that
the Mexican government alone spent
several hundred thousand dollars on
this feature of the meeting of the
presidents of Mexico and the United
States.
The banquet took place in the cus-
toms house in Juarez, which had been
thoroughly renovated for the occasion.
Several car loads of flowers were re-
quired for the decorations. Every-
thing used was brought from Presi- -
nZhL lilbUXel' lhe Albuquer- -lZZr,rJ "'"""icu name, isu1Camu,s agaln a, jast evening's i8--
sue, unaer a santa Fe date line, it
publishes a story to the effect thatGovernor Curry is to resign at once
and that he is to be succeeded byHon. F. p. Andrews, chairman of the
republican state committee of Penn
sylvania, and brother of Delegate W.H. Andrews of New Mexico. The
story immediately brought amused de-nia-from both Governor Curry andDelegate Andrews.
"It is the first I have heard of it"said Delegate Andrews at Albuquer-
que last night "My brother is state
chairman of Pennsylvania and he isn'tinterested in New Mexico affairs. Ifhe has any intention of coming outhere I never have heard a word aboutit. Of course there is not a word of
truth in it" ! v r,
"It is all news to me," said Gov-
ernor Curry over the telephone to-day. "I have never heard a word
about It and I really have no intention
of resigning at all. I have had
some pretty strenuous jobs in - my
time, and while it sometimes getspretty strenuous being governor ofNew Mexico,'! haven't found It tno
strenuous as yet You may sav t- -ttI haven't any intention of resigning
i r
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IN THE RAILROAD WORLD ENDS BACKACHE MISERYAND REGULATES KIDNEYS
PRAISE FOR COLONEL
TWITCJELL'S HISTORY Co)the Santa Fe, Katy and Midland Val-
ley for Injunctions to prevent tha en-
forcement of the 2c fare law in Okla-
homa. The entire force of the cor-
poration commission Is now busy pre-
paring figures to use In the federal
court in a showing that the 2c fare i3
remunerative.
The new passenger depot of the
Santa Fe railway company at Belen
is fast nearing completion. The build-
ing is entirely completed on the out-
side. The Inside is now receiving the
wire lathing preparatory to plaster-
ing. The building will contain a
ticket office, women's and men's wait-
ing rooms, with retiring rooms. It
will be steam heated throughout and
brilliantly lighted with electricity.
Four hundred and fifty feet of brick
sidewalks will surround the station,
and a portion of the grounds will be
laid out in lawns. When entirely
completed Belen will boast of as fine
a depot and grounds as any town of
its size on the lines of the system.
A railroad laborer named Patrick
Gallagher,, forty-fiv- e years of age,
died at the county hospital at Quiney,
Calif., the other day as the result of
pneumonia, a fractured leg and other
causes. Gallagher was walklug along Cincinnati, is a large and responsible
the Western Pacific railway when hAlmnHn1A
'
... j i.i.way 10 cure uacKauue aim resuiatc
kidneys, or end bladder
trouble, is to take several doses of
Pape's Diuretic.
You will distinctly feel that your
kidneys and urinary organs are being
cleaned, healed and vitalized, and all
the miserable symptoms, such as
backache, headache, nervousness,
rheumatism and darting pains, in-
flamed or swollen
.eyelids, irritabil-
ity,' sleeplessness, or suppressed, pain-
ful or frequent urination , (especially
at night) and other distress, leaving
after taking the first few doses.
. The moment you suspect any kidney
or urinary disorder, or rheumatsim,
begin taking this harmless prepara-
tion as directed, with the knowledge
that there is no other medicine, at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cen- t
treatment of Pape's Diuretic, which
any druggist can supply.
iuui pujsiuau, puttimnuBi, uiuinei
or any , mercantile agency will tell
you that Pape. ThomDson & PaDe. of
concern, thoroughly worthy
of your ' confidence.
Don't be miserable or worried an-
other moment with a lame back or
clogged, inactive kidneys or bladder
misery. All this goes after you start
taking Pape's Diuretic, and in a few
days you leel and know that your
kidneys, liver and urinary system are
healthy, clean and normal, and all
danger passed.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty-ce-
treatment from any drug store
anywhere in the world.
less than the allotted supplies.
Since the cash merit system was in-
augurated the engineers, as an organ-
ization, have fought to have it abolish-
ed, and during the past quarter, when
the money was included in the pay
checks, that portion for bonus was
turned back to the order, the men re-
ceiving no benefit from the ' system,
believed by them, by common consent,
to be an evil. The organization then
turned the money back, to the com-
pany, it being stated that the total
during the time since the system has
been in vogue reaches into the thou-
sands of dollars, all of which the en-
gineers refused to accept, returning it
to the company in a lump sum. On
the Santa Fe the bonus system among
the engineers was only in vogue on
the Coast lines, the company having
not as yet introduced it on the bal
ance of the lines. The decision in no
wise effects the bonus system in oper-
ation in connection with the shops,
it being to the mutual satisfaction and
desire that that method of awarding
good service on behalf of the men
be unaltered, it having proved a great
success and so acknowledged by the
leading railroads of the country.
Agents for
BUTT ERICK
PATTERNS $&i '
WW KJM.M. Lll O
THE RAILROADS
FAVOR TRIBUNAL
OF RATE EXPERTS
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS-
SION DOESN'T SUIT MAN-
AGERS
ARBITER OF DISPUTES
Those In Control of Big
'
Systems
, Would Create Board of Traffic Spe-
cialists Similar to Court of Admir-
alty In Maritime Matters Other
News of Rail.
v
Is the interstate commerce com-
mission a fair arbiter as between the
Interests of, the railroads and of tne
shippers? This question has oftenbeen asked by railway managers
among themselves, and Is now being
propounded more openly and more
generally on account of the proposed
amendments to the Hepburn act Al-
though it would be indiscreet for the
railway managers to give voice to
their true sentiments with respect to
the fairness of the commission, thereIs no secret in railway circles of thefact that railway men generally be-lieve the commission is too apt to be
prejudiced against the railroads be
fore it comes to the decision of the
case in hand. To the members of
wuuuiooiUU, liUVTCVCl, UILCilOr
motives are not ascribed by railway
men who believe that conditions are
euch that it is next to physical , and
mental impossibility for the commis.
eion to be a calm and unprejudicedjudge In matters atfecting the welfare
of the shippers and of the railroads
alike.
On account of this general opinion,
an opinion which few railroad men
.
would be courageous enough to admit
openly, the majority of railway man-- .
agers are in favor of creating a court
whose sole duty it will be to hear
and ' decide railway controversies
which arise on account of the activity
of the commission. Such a plan would
relegate the commission to the sphere
of an Investigating body whose dutyit would be to prepare causes for hear-
ing before the court and after a thor-
ough investigation.
Under the present practice the com-
mission, either in person or through
some of its special examiners does
the Investigating much after the man-
ner of the secret service. This work
is often necessary prior to the presen-
tation of a case for hearing before the
commission.
Often in important cases the com-missio- n
moves of its own volition
after having had a thorough Investiga-
tion of the subject. Sometimes it
happens that the cases thus investi-
gated do ofc come 4Kf ore -- the com-
mission for settlement. This wa$ the
fact in the investigation with respect
to the Harriman combination of rail-
roads.
Although the commission expressed
a decided view in that case and issued
a warning to the American public
against the tremendous power which
was being - acquired by Harriman
through his acquisition of railroads, it
did not lie with the commission to
settle the issues raised. ThoBO is-
sues have gone to a court of compe-
tent Jurisdiction and will be settled
according to the law of the land de-
spite the opinion of the commission.
Even Pure xSvv?5n. In Sanitary
Enough 25c & 50c
to Eat S""";'1" Tabes
lllllllfea)
Write or Ask DruggistsFor this Free Sample
There Is enougrh Kondon's Catarrhal
Jelly in this tree sample sent or a
penny postal for several days' treat-
ment enough to give instant relief from
cold In the head or nasal catarrh, etc.
This wonderful, pure remedy (in sani-
tary tabes) is applied direct to tv raw
.surfaces. It is so soothing and healing
that it gives instant relief, and its con-
tinued rise will curepermanentlyallforms
of catarrh. Over 35,000 druggists sell it
In E5c nndSOo tubes. Doctors, nurses,
druggist:: recommend it. The sample
proves. Ask your druggist or write to
day for free sample.
Koodon Manufacturing Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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The fault found by the railroads
with the present system is that the
commission is oftentimes unwillingly
placed in the position of a prosecutor
instead of a judge. Policemen and
detectives whose life work is to inves-
tigate charges become prone to be-
lieve that all charges made are true
until proved untrue. Likewise the,
minds of the commission, it is believ-
ed, are liable to be biased against a
j railroad when a charge of excessive
raies or aiouriwiiiiiuuxi is maae. X ne
case of the complaint is always be-
fore the commission or the railroad
side of the issue Is given and the re
sult, according to the railroad men, ii
not satisfactory. Hence In the min ia
of railway men there Is a crying peed
or a special court for the consldera
tion of railway matters.
It is charged by traffic men. for ex
ample, that during the hearing of im
portant rate cases before the various
courts the judges of those courts have
shown a lamentable lack of grasp of
the subject. It is asserted that the
mind which has not been trained in
rate and traffic matters is not capable
of at once winnowins the wheat from
the chaff and is unable to make a true
application of the facts to the merits
of the case. This condition is one
which is as likely to operate against
the shippers as well as against theinterests of the railroads.
a court constituted solely with a
view to handling railroad matters
would soom complete a careful study
of transportation and traffic condl'
tions as a court of admiralty does the
conditions which pertain to traffic on
the high seas.
Furthermore, it Is declared there is
plenty of work for the commission to
do without its having to sit as
quasi-judici- tribunal, before whom
the ordinary rules of court procedure
and of the admission and exclusion of
evidence are not enforced. Under
the present conditions' the commission
is an inquisitorial rather than ajudicial body. It is also declared to
be vital that the courts during the
next few years should have the best
assistance in determining the Issues
of the Jaw and of fact which will
arise before the government can in-
telligently control the rate policies of
the railroads. ,
RAILROAD NOTES
Conductor J. Council took first No.
1 out yesterday afternoon.
Engineer "Billy" Holmes has been
reinstated here and has been assigned
to engine 1612.
Mrs. Ferguson, wife of the Santa
Fe agent at Onava, ,was a visitor in
town yesterday.
Fireman D. R. Barton, who has been
off sick for several days, is again
heaving coal into the firebox.
Firemen H. Thomasson and Mc- -
Neeley deadheaded to Lamy yesterdayfor work on Glorieta mountain.
, Conductor D. E. Lynch, of the sec-
ond district, is off sick, Conductor
Wm., Donnelly, taking his place.
Engineer Van Arsdale and Fireman
Shelley deadheaded to Lamy last
night on No. 9 to bring back engine
44.
Fireman E. T. Fortune has been
granted a thirty days' leave of ab-
sence, which he will spend Visiting
home folks. , " '.
Engineer A. W. Green, Firemen
Smith and Schleter, deadheaded in on
No. .1 yesterday afternoon, having
taken engines Nos. 1968 and 1974 to
Raton.
. S. iDimas, who has been at the lo-
cal railroad hospital for several
weeks undergoing treatment, left yes-
terday for his home at Domingo,
where he is employed at the Santa
Fe tie plant.
C. D. Anderson, baggagemaster here
for the Santa Fe, accompanied by his
wife, returned yesterday from a visit
to home folks in Missouri, where
peace and plenty reigned at the
parental fireside.
This morning at 3 o'clock a special
train carrying Sousa and his famous
band, passed through Las Vegas on
its way to Santa Fe, where it will
give a concert, thence going to Al-
buquerque, from there on its way to
the Pacific coast.
Arthur Muldooh, a local Santa Fe
employe, while putting water in a
tank on one of the coaches on No. 7
Sunday night, slipped on the wet roof
and fell to the brick platform. He,
sprained both ankles severely and
narrowly escaped being killed. He is
now enjoying an enforced lay-of-
Stabbed through and through with
a long-blade- d knife and refusing to
tell the name of his assailant, Harry
Odondo, a workman at the Santa Fe
tie picking plant at Albuquerque, was
found weltering in his, own blood and
taken to the company hospital where
he lies at the point of death. The
stabber has made good his escape and
the sheriff has no clue as to his iden-
tity.
Members of the Oklahoma Corpora-
tion commission and other defendants
have been served with notice to ap-
pear November 1 in the federal court
at Guthrie to answer the petitions of
The Earth, a publication devoted tq
hnnstine th southwest, and which is
.
"
, tV. lmon) ofpuujioimu vy l " " ucu.
tlia Santa Fe Railway company, in Its
most recent issue comments at length
editorial! on Col. R. E. Twitchell's
new book. "The Military Occupation
of New Meklco." Says the Earth:
"The Military Occupation of New
Mexico," is the title of a volume by
Col. R, E.' Twitcheil, lately from the
press. Nominally, it is a story oi
New Mexico from 1846 to 1851; but
really, it is a history of the Mexican
war and the causes which led up to
it. Colonel Twitcheil, a native of
Missouri, grew into manhood within
a recollection ot this war, and, per-
sonally, knew many of Its heroes. To
him it was a subject of absorbing
and graphic interest, and the glimpses
he obtained of it, by the narratives of
men who participated in it, afterward,
when he became a resident, of New
Mexico, led him to make it a subject
of study and research, which in turn
IrtRnirprl rtim tn writ. th hnnk whip.n
he now gives t0 the pUullq,I
"In the quarter of a century Colonel
Twitcheil has lived in New Mexico
(Las Vegas), he has collected a li-
brary of books and authentic docu-
ments, replete with the territory's his-
tory and traditions. Supplementing
this information, he sought out the
oldest Mexican inhabitants of the tei-rltor-
putting their recollections in
manuscript. Originally, the diversion
of an intellectual and observing mind,
the subject grew upon him until duty
called him to give the public the ben-
efit of his research and observations,
and so we have 'The Military Occu-
pation of New Mexico.'
"Necessarily, the book is a history
of the Mexican war, which the bril-
liant author, in his research, finds
was foreshadowed by President Jack-
son in a message to congress in Feb-
ruary, 1837. The conflict came nine
years later, but in this message Pres-
ident Jackson calls the attention of
congress to outrages upon American
citizens committed by Mexicans, and
to other, acts, which he declares
would Justify, in the eyes of all na-
tions,- Immediate war.'
"From this incident, the author of
Delusions Doogrhnnta.If you like crisp, flaky doughnuts,
richly browned, and yet with not a sus-
picion of greasiness, try the1 following
recipe by Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln:Beat one cup sugar and two eggs verylight, add one teaspoon melted Cottolene,one cup sour milk, and one-four- th level
teaspoon each of cinnamon and salt Mix
one-ha- lf level teaspoon soda and one scant
teaspoon of baking powder with one cupflour, stir it in and add more flour till stiff
enough to roll out Have as soft as pos-
sible to roll, one-thi- rd inch thick. Cutinto rings and cook in hot, deep Cottolene.The fat should be hot enough for thedough to rise to the top Immediately.
Doughnuts fried in lard lie like lead
on the stomach; lard is indigestible.
Cottolene, on the contrary, makes food
that even an infant can digest with ease.
"
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Knit Goods
SWEATERS
are the most popular knit
garment manufactured. This
r-- r. r"1 111 Mr f nm 1 r 'fa
variety oi siyies irom by tow
42 inches long. Cardinal,:
Oxford and White are the':
favorite colors, and a solid
color with collar, cuffs and
pockets of a contrasting
color is much in demand,
prices range "from $3.00 to
$10.00.
Knit
Cecxuscs System
Dspes colds gM Headaahcs
dxxeVo Cosvpoivov;
Arts tvawa, acteXtvty as
To et Vs beneJxtVoA ejjecs,
dways buy e Gewuvcve
'manufactured by ike '
CALIFORNIA
Fig Syrup Co.
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
one Size only, regular price 50 per bottle.
this interesting book, chronologically,
traces subsequent causes leading up
to the formal declaration of war by
the congress of the United States,
May 13, 1846. The author obtains his
information of overt acts and popular
sentiment from the archives of both
the United States and Mexico, and so,
in a modest little book, of within 400
pages, designed to preserve in his-
torical form only local events of a
period of four years, is narrated an
acucrate history of a war and its
causes, which added to the domain
of the United States an empire of
country, rich with natural resources,
and since settled by millions of in
dustrious people of the Anglo-Saxo- n
"race.
"An added value possessed by the
book are numerous biographical
sketches by the author of men' who
lived in the period of the narrative.
These are both of Americans and
Mexicans. In the list of Americans
are General Stephen Watts Kearny,
Willard P. Hall, Thomas H. Benton,
Kit Carson, David Waldo, William
Gilpin, John W. Reid, Francis P,
Blair, sr., General Sterling Price,
Henry Connelly, James Magoffin and
Richard Hanson Weightman. Some
of these men participated in the war,
and the others were prominent in the
debates before congress or before the
people, leading up to it. The book
Is illustrated profusely with portraits
and views. It is dedicated to Law-
rence L. Waldo, who was assassinated
at Mora, New Mexico, during a Mex-
ican uprising, January 19, 1847."
If there is anything you want. The
Optic can get it for you. If It's some-
thing you don't want, The Optic can
sell it for you.'
Comforts
'A full sized comfort, good
weight, nice covering, worth
11.25 J.. 85c
A heavier, larger comfort, reg
ular $1.75 values, only. . .$1.25
Our $2.00 grade extra good com-
forts, well made and good cov-
erings $1.50
A nice comfort of extra size
filled with white cotton, cover-
ed with a nice grade of
Batten 3.o0
The same comfort, but covered
with an extra grade of Silk-olln-e
.$4.00
' A nice large comfort, made from
the best of white cotton, cover-
ed with dotted Swiss, having
a nice border of solid color,
only $7.00
Blankets
A good sized cotton b anket in
grey and tan, for only &c
A 1 1-- 4 cotton blanket, good
value and nice weight.... $1.25
A good sized extra heavy cot-
ton blanket In grey, for only $2.00
An extra heavy 12x4 cotton
blanket, special value.... $2.50
A full sized, good weight" blan-
ket of wool and cotton..
.$1.65
An excellent value in all wool
blankets, full Bize and
weight
..$5.00
A nice assortment of extra
fine all wool blankets, full
size and weight, up to $10.00
mmimmmmm
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fell down a steep grade near Cabin's
Camp, breaking a leg and sustaining
Other serious injuries. In a helpless
condition he lay unattended' In the
brush for five days before he was
discovered and taken to the hospital.
This was a week ago. During his
fearful experience he contracted
pneumonia, and the exposed portions
of his body were blown by flies, while
he was unconscious. Gallagher was
unable to make himself heard by men
passing on the track, as he had rolled
a considerable distance from the track
when he fell.
I am going to build that railroad
from Fort Worth to Albuquerque If
I can't build it with home capital I
will secure the necessary money in
the east. This is the statement at-
tributed to Charles Dickinson, chief
promoter of the proposed railroad to
connect Albuquerque and the Texas
city, upou which enterprise he has
been engaged for some time. Mr.
Dickinson, who has returned to Fort
Worth after an extended eastern and
northern trip, says that he has inter
viewed a number of bankers and cap
italists in the east who are ready to
put up the coin whenever he and his
associates are ready to proceed. Mr.
Dickinson is credited with the furiher
statement that he is going to proceed
at once. Melrose, N. M., is to be a
division point on the proposed Una.
Tnat arrangements are now being
completed by the Santa Fe railroad
for the construction of additional ter
minal facilities in Oklahoma City at
a cost of $250,000, and which, when
completed, will more than double the
present switching facilities, is the an-
nouncement made by officials of tnat
system. The new yards are to be lo
cated either north or south of the
present terminals, and will be de
voted almost exclusively fto the
handling of through traffic. ; The
yards are to be built on the plan
adopted by the road in the construc-
tion of the large terminals at Kan
sas City and Chicago, which, it is
stated, are so arranged as to require
but a small part of the work of switch
ing crews' which was necessary be
fore the adoption of the plan. . Work
on the new yards is to begin imme
diately.
The current Santa Fe railway lit
erature, as usual, only more so, de
votes much space and many illustra
tions to New Mexico, New Mexico in-
dustries and New Mexico points of
interest. The current number of
The Earth" for October is a special
edition boosting the United States
Land and Irrigation exposition at
Chicago, the International Live Stock
Exposition and Billings Dry Farming
congress. F. H, Griswold, of the Chi-
cago Tribune, who is now in Albu-
querque, has an elaborate illustrated
article on the Land Exposition, with
many views in Chicago, and pointing
out the great importance of this exT
position to the southwest. The
articles on the live Stock Show and
Dry Farming congress are equally in
teresting, and there is a great deal
about the progress of dry farming in
the Santa Fe southwest The ' edi
torial department has much to say of
New Mexico and New Mexico affairs.
An interesting editorial is the com
ment on Col. R. E. Twitchell's new
book, "The Military Occupation ' of
New Mexico."
A wreck in which President W. C.
Brown of the New York Central, W.
H. Newman, former president of the
road, and W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., a di-
rector, figured, "occurred at Rhinecllft,
on the Hudson river, about twenty
miles norm - of Poughkeepsie onlast Sunday morning. One pas
senger, a peddler of New , Tork,
was killed, and ten were injured, none
seriously. The train was the third
section of No. 36, the New York ex-
press from the west, due In New York
at 7:30 Sunday morning. The eight
cars of the train were thrown from
the track by a broken rail. Brown,
Newman and Vanderbilt, who were
asleep in the rear car, "Idle Hour,"
were almost shaken from their berths,
and they hurriedly dressed to learn
the extent of the accident. Theyfound that the smoker and one of the
day coaches had rolled over on their
sides, and that James Krakeskie, 21
years old, of New York, had been
hurled through a window and crush-
ed to death when the car rolled on
its side. The ten injured were occu-
pants of either the smoker or the day
coach, but as their hurts were not
serious, they continued on to New
York in a special train.
After months of protesting by the
Brotherhood of Railway Engineers
against the Santa Fe giving the
of the Coast lines . bonui
for economy displayed in the drawing
of engine supplies on the grounds
that it would tend to create ill feel-
ing among the men, that organization
has now won its fight. J. W. Ken-dric-
vice president in charge of the
lines, announces the abolishment of
that system of awarding the men cash
merits for running their engines with
Exquisitely tailored Suits posssesing all the elegance! hat can possibly
be embodied in a tailored Suit, Garments that will give you all the satis-
faction to be desired from the best made to order Suits. Each garment
has an individuality of its own, showing the influence of the French
model from which it takes, its style character. Garments which ' insure
you exclusiveness in style, for we buy no two garments alike.
27.50, 32.50, 35.00, 37.50, 45.50, $50.00.
Tailored Suits With Long Coats
We have an excellent variety ot the newest models in long coated
suits made from good materials in all desirable colors, neatly and
tastefully trimnd at
.15.00, 17.50, 21.50, 23.50, $25.00
Moy en-Ag- e One-P- i ece Dresses
are extremely popular in both the extreme and the modified models.
They oome in a large variety of materials, including Cashmere, Hen-
rietta, Prunella, Broadcloth, Venetian, Panama, Tricot Suiting, Taffeta
and Silk Eollenne, in all the best fall colors. Dresses for every occasion,
combining style, comfort and service (
9.50, 12.50, 15.00, 22.50, 25.00, $35.00
Distinctive Styles in Fall Coats
These garments run ah'rough a large range of styles, from the plaited
skirt, or Moyen Age effects, down to the perfectly plain, loose fitting
coats. All are strictly hand tailored garments, well made from the best
materials, pnd give that chic, dressy effect desired by alL
12.50, 15.00, 20.00, 25.00, $27.50
i
n
. Hosiery and Under-
wear '
The "Cadet" hose for men, women
and children is the best twenty-fiv- e
cent hose manufactured. Heels and
toes are made from pure linen and the
knees are made with triple thread.
Black and tan in light weight, medium
and heavy. , .25c pair
Ladles' medium weight pants and
vests, fleeced lined, in white, ecru and
silver, per garment ...,50c
Merode pants and vests, all wool,
white or silver, excellent value, $1.25
Ladies union suits, fleece lined,
either white or Bilver, per suit 75o
Ladles' white Merino union suits, all
sizes, warm and serviceable.... $1.75
Are You Thinking
oi Buying
A HOUSE? A LOT?, A HORSE?
AN AUTOMOBILE? A BUSb
NESS? A MUSICAL INSTRU
MENT? You will serve your own
interest by consulting
Optic Want Ads
These necessary garments come in navy, cardinal, black and
white, either solid colors or with contrasting border stripes.Prices 35c to $1.50.
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ADVICE T0 WOMEN NEW MEXICO'STRY THIS FOR
YOUR DOUGH
ENUMERATORS
OF 1910 CENSUS
WILL BE TESTED
ASTRONOMER
TALKS ABOUT
PLANET MARS
Largest Wholesale House
: INCORPORATED 1906CHARLES ILFELO
cosph't WHOLESALEDistributing Agents of
' '
. Jno. Deere
IMPLEMENTS
McCormio
Deering
ChampionMACHINERY
Moline
Stadebaker
WAGONS VEHICLES
American
Elwood
STOCK FENCE
Oennine Glidden '
BARB WIRE
N, M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA,
Wholesalers ofGeneral Merchandl
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.
GROSS, HELLV"and. GO.
(Incorporated)
WHOLESALE MERCI!MITS
" ' and Dealer In :
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS
Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce ef Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
straight whiskey. , Shake well, and
take in doses of a teaspoonful every
four hours. .This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in 24
hours and cure any cough that is
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com-
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin-
cinnati, O.
filled by civil service examination. A
supervisor should be a man of exe-
cutive ability, such as no examina-
tion can test, and he should be a
man well known in his community.
Indeed, some men of the types desir-
ed would not in most instances be
willing to submit themselves to a civ-
il service examination. Neither the
director of the census, his superior r,
the secretary of commerce and
labor, nor the president, can possibly
have personal acquaintance through-
out the country with men suitable to
. .
.hi i i I arton withIUI IUCSO pueiliuiio,
men, outside of political positions,
wtinnA dvlfn thev can seek. The
representative of the district in con
gress or the party leaaers m iuo uio-tri-
have the necessary knowledge
of local conditions and local men, and
ft la nnt nnlir natural hut oractically
necessary as a matter of good admin
istration that they snoum do sa&eu
to make recommendations for posi-
tions of this character.
. "Fortunately, members of congress
and party leaders are coming more
and more to appreciate the impor-
tance of accurate census statistics.
The spoils idea of appointments is
growing constantly less dominant.
The director of the census has done
everything possible to impress upon
nnininnn were asked re
garding the supervlsorships, the
of the necessity of having
men of marked executive ability and
of absolute integrity. The informa-
tion furnished by memoers of con-
gress and party leaders regarding the
candidates whom they have recom-
mended has been supplemented by
full personal statements required
from each candidate, and in most
cases by numerous letters of indorse-
ment from business and professional
men.
'In the large cities the administra
tion is evidently less dependent than
in the country districts upon mem
bers of congress and party leaders lor
information regarding available mate-ria-l
for such positions as that of su-
pervisor of the census, and the presi-
dent and the secretary of commerce
and labor have Joined with the direc
tor of the census in establishing the
policy of making selections, whenever
lie information, on which, to act was
available, without depending on the
recommendations of political leaders.
WHY NOT STOP THAT ITCH?
Druggist K. D. Goodall Assures Re
lief Wth Every 25 Cent
Bottle
Druggist K. D. Goodall of this town
says that he has found Indisputable
proof that eczema can be cured not
in one or two cases, but in scores of
cases which he has studied.
He would, of course, not think of
making such a recommendation to his
neighbors and patrons, were It not
that his years and years of success
with D. D. 1). Prescription enables
him to speak of this remedy with con
fidence. It is a gentle, soothing wash
with the mild oil of wmtergreen as a
base. All the cures seem to be per
manent, at any rate, a trial bottle
at 25 cents will take away the Itch
at once Instantly. We are sure of
this.
K. D. Goodall Center Block drug
store.
It's impossible for greedy people to
be grateful.
Fall colds are quickly cured by Fo-
ley's Honey and Tar, the great throat
and lung remedy. The genuine con-
tains no harmful drugs. O. G. .Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
M
House at
East La Vegas, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm, Peoos, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Oolorado
BAIN WAGONS, the Dost Farm Wagon made
RACINE -- SATILEY GO., Vehicles
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, NAVAJO BLANKETS
A MESSAGE FROM A FAMOUS
BEAUTY SPECIALIST TO WO-
MEN LACKING IN ENERGY
AND VITALITY
Thousands of women vainly at
tempt to Improve their complexion
and to remove blackheads, crows'
feet and other blemishes, through the
use of cosmetics. This treatment
falls because the trouble lies far deep-
er than the skin. They are suffering
from impure and impoverished blood.
This condition is in many cases due
to a catarrhal condition of the whole
system which finds Its expression In
sallow, muddy complexion, dark-ci- r
cled eyes, general weakness of the
system, and perhaps, most plainly In
the weeping of mucous membranes
that is commonly called catarrh.
In fact the whole tendency is, prop
erly speaking, catarrh. Banish this
catarrh and the complexion will
clear as If by magic, eyes will bright-
en, faces become rosy and shoulders
erec. Perfect beauty goes only with
perfect health, and perfect health for
woman can only be obtained through
one certain treatment that which
will cure catarrh.
Mme. Swift, New York, the famous
beauty specialist known throughout
the world and accepted authority on
all relating thereto, states that the
one positive and permanent relief for
catarrh is Rexall Mucu-Ton- Here
is her letter:
"I can strongly endorse the claims
made for Rexall Mucu-Ton- e as a cure
for systemic catarrh. Its tonic ef-
fects are remarkable. It builds up
the strength and restores vitality. If
women who are tired and run down,
lacking in energy and vitality, will
use Rexall Mucu-Ton- e, they will praise
as I da its strengthening and healing
qualities."
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e works through
the blood, acting thus upon the mu
cous cells the congestion and inflam-
mation of which causes local catarrh.
This remedy causes poison to be ex-
pelled from the system, and the blood
is purified and revitalized. Thus the
natural functions of the mucous cells
are restored, and the membranes are
cleansed and made strong. ' We know
that Rexall Mucu-Ton- e does relieve ca
tarrh. We positively guarantee to re
fund the money paid us for this rem
edy in every case' where the user Is
dissatisfied. It is a builder of vigor-
ous health and a creator of good com-
plexions. Price 50 cents and $1.00 per
bottle. Mall orders filled, . It may be
obtained only at our store, The Rex
all Store. E. G. Murphey.
The thing that puzzles a woman
more than anything else Is what
queer Ideas men have about beauty,
except when It's herself.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, an
they cannot reach the seat of the dis-
ease. Catarrh Is a blood or constitu1
tional disease, and in order to cv.re it
you must take internal remedies,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internal
ly, and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is not a quack medicine;. It was pre
scribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years and is
regular .prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingre
dients is what produces such wonder-
ful results In curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation.
Some writer has said that as
rule preachers are not witty. Per
haps this may be due to the fact
that brevity is the soul of wit.
This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother
.Gray's Sweet Powders for
children, a certain relief for feverteh-nes- s,
headache, bad stomach, teething
disorders, move and regulate the bow
els and destroy worms. They break
up colds in 24 hours. They are so
pleasant to the taste and harmless as
milk. Children like them. Over 10
000 testimonials of cures. They never
fail. Sold by all druggists, 25c. Ask
today. Don't accept any substitute.
A woman could always believe what
her husband told her If it didn't make
her more miserable not to.
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
nt once, acts as a poultice, gives
instant relief. Williams Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggists, mail . 50c and $1.00. Wil-
liams' Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
O For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.
Are You Looking
FOR A
: Room or Residence? :
.
There are two ways of finding
a suitable place. ' One is to spend
a lot of time and ear fare hunting 4-
all , over town for It The other
and by far the easiest way is to
f have the room or residence
"come to you" a Want Ad in
The Optic will do it
DIRECTOR E. D. DURAND WILL
FOLLOW PLAN PURSUED
IN 1900
8ESTS WITH SUPERVISORS
Primarily Responsible for Securing Ef-
ficient Men to do the Actual Work
of Making Count An Examination
of Candidates Would Entail Too
Great an Expense and Require Too
Much Time.
Washington, Oct 19. U. S. Census
Director E. Dana Durand stated today
that .the primary responsibility for se-
curing efficient enumerators must
Test with the supervisors of the cen-
sus.
"It has been suggested from time
to time," said the director, "that
more efficient enumerators might be
secured by competitive examination
open to everybody. There is no doubt
if the expense and time required' were
not prohibitive, it would be advant-
ageous to hold such an examination, al-
though it would be necessary, Instead
of merely selecting those whose rank-
ing in the examination was the high-
est, to refer all candidates who pas-
sed to the supervisor, and allow
him to select those whose personal
characteristics, such as cannot be
tested by any written examination,
were most suitable. The difficulty
with such an open examination is the
expense and delay involved. It is
probable that for the 65,000 places
there would be several hundred thou-
sand candidates, and the grading of
their papery would require a large
force for a long time. At some tuture
census this plan might be worth a
trial, but It can scarcely be attempt
ed at the present census within the
limits of time and appropriations set
"by law.
"The census bureau does, of course.
undertake to protect Itself," he con-
tinued, "against such obviously in-
competent enumerators as the super-
visors, through a political influence
or through over sight, may happen to
choose. At the last census the enum-
erators recommended by the supervi-
sors were all subjected to a test exam-
ination, and the same policy will be
pursued this time. About one-sixt-
or 9,000, of the candidates selected
hy the supervisors were rejected as
a result of this test in 1900. It may
be wise to make the test at the pres-
ent census a trifle more severe than
at the twelfth census. At best, how-
ever, such an examination can do no!
more than eliminate those who can-
not write plainly and who are lacking
in an understanding ' of thetrtluttes.
It can do little to assure the selection
of men of industry, tact, or honesty.
The judgment, efficiency, and integ-
rity of the supervisors must be the
prime reliance for securing enumerat
ors who posses these fundamental
qualifications.
"T hope and believe that the super
visors at the present census are on
the whole a higher type of men than
those7 at any preceding census. The
compensation offered to supervisors
Is somewhat more than ever before,
but it is not a very considerable pro
portion of. the supervisors who hate
been appointed are men who in their
regular occupations or professions
are able to earn much more than the
supervisor's pay, and who have ac
cepted the positions because of the
honor and responsibility involved, or
frcu patriotic motives. There has
hovever, been no new departure with
resrqct to the rreneral method of se
lecting supervisors, save only that in
large cities, or most of them, selec
tions have largely been made Inde
pendently of political recommenda-
tions.
'It may not be Inappropriate here
to explain the reason why
political recommendations must be
sought in the appointment of super-
visors in --most of the districts. The
supervisor, in order to do his work
properly, "must be a resident of the
district over which he has charge.
The position is not one which can be
mi nmvt
CHAS.
WHOLESALE DEALER,
PRIEST IS FIRMLY CONVINCED
THERE 18 LIFE ON THIS
ORB
STUDYINOJT NIGHTLY
Making Both Observations and Calcu-
lations His Conservatory on Roof
of Parish House Is Never Closer
to Earth Than at Present Time
Only 35,000,000 Miles Distant,
New York, Oct. 19. The Rev.
Father Gulcheteau, of the French
Catholic Church of St. Vincent de
Paul, on West Twenty-thir- d street,
New York, famed as "the priest as-
tronomer," has his telescope directed
these nights at Mars, now, ' for the
first time in fifteen years, very close
to the earth. Every night he is up
in the little observatory he has had
installed on the roof of his parish
house making both observations and,
calculations. His telescope is a very
fine instrument, operated; Iby clock
work to keep pace with the apparent
motion of the stars.
"I am firmly convinced," he says,
"that there is life on Mara, and I am
eagerly awaiting the report of , the
scientists all over the world who are
now making observations and photo-
graphs. I look for the most interests
Ing results from the observatory at
Arequipa, Peru, where the exceeding
ly clear atmosphere will be or tne
greatest aid in operating the great
Bruce telescope there located, r
"Mars Is now only thirty-fiv- e mil-
lion miles distant from the earth;
never is it closer to us. From1 this
time on the two planets, the earth
and Mars, get further away from
each other from day to day. The
rate of speed at which they separate
is terrific. In a period of a little
over seven years from now Mars will
be 234,000,000 miles away from us.
That is why astronomers are "gather-
ing hay. now while Mars shines!'
"There are many eminent astrono-
mers who have no faith in the theory
of Mars' inhabitability, but it has
been conclusively proved that life can
be supported on Mars, and I personal-
ly have long been of the same opin-
ion as my eminent "friend, Camille
Flammarion, the great French astron-
omer my countryman as well as my
friend that Mars is in many respects
a world similar to our own, peopled
by beings of a moat Intelligent order.
There is every evidence of it to my
mind.
"The canals of Mars, first pointed
out by the Italian Schlaparelll, are by
no means hypothetical. They are
too regular ia formation to be any
thing other ' than the work o . Intel
ligent minds and- - hands. They re
semble a netting all over the (ace of
the planet, the main canals extending
from the poles to the equator. At
certain points where a number on
the canals converge there is what
Lowell and other astronomers now,
term 'oases.' These points of con-
vergence are, I believe, big cities. '
"The theory of Professor Pickering
of the Harvard observatory, that what
we term canals are really great As
sures or cracks on the surface of the
planet caused by volcanic forces, is to
my mind insupportable. The "cracks'
are exact and no change agent could
produce them.
"There have been, too, other causes
ascribed to account for the canals
noted by astronomers, optical il
lusions, undetected astigmatism, faulty
adjustment of eyepieces in tele-
scopes, vagaries of air waves all
these and many other 'reasons' have
been y advanced in opposition to the
canal theory. Every one of these
seems to me to be untenable.
"It is, of course", extremely Improb-
able that any telescope will ever be
constructed so large and of such pow
er that we will be able to actually de-tect the flora or fauna of Mars or
any other of the inhabited planets, if
other such there- - be.
"Personally, I am loath to believe
that Mars is the only planet besides
our own earth that is habitable. I
think that in time to come we will
study other planets that form apparent
conditions may possibly support life.
"But, of course, much that we
know, or think we know, nowadays
regarding Mars, is conjecture. From
time to time some of our conjectures
receive positive confirmation. A
number of very important things
about this most interesting of all the
planets beyond the earth are alreadydefinitely known and permanently es-tablished as authentic astronomical
iacts. -- j
"What the observations' now in
progress, with Mars but thirty-fiv- e
million miles distant, will reveal to
the world Is problematical. I believe
many mooted questions will be settled
at last. Never before have the astron-
omers of the world been so well
equipped for the work they have tnhand, never have they been so keenin their desire to determine Martian
problems, never have their opportuni-ties been greater. I confidently ex-pect important results."
To Thine Ownself Be True.
Take it not grievously if some think
ill of thee, and speak that thou
wouldst not willingly bear. Thou
oughtest to be the hardest Judge of
thyself, and to think no one weaker
than thyself. If thou dost walk right
eously, thou wilt not much weigh
fleeting words. Thomas a Kempfs.
8lmple Food, Clearer Brains.
.
The Japanese Is now winning his
way in both hemispheres simply be-
cause he has learned to live on almost
nothing a day. Wholesome and Inex-
pensive food is the primary cause of
bis success. New Ireland Review.
Retail Prices:
a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.Less thai 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting- - qualities of which have made Las Vegasfamous. Office: --wOi Douglas avenue.
Browne & lanzanares
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seeds and Sttdert
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native- - Products.
t Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
Headquarters In the Territory for
Plows. Agricultural mplemehts
.. is
TOll LINE OF MEXICAN MILE SOAP
Mi
era Bar
CJotfciidfj Bui
Paissf'o Draught
'"GREENCLAY,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M EX.
i
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next higher grade,.and they are con
sequently taking the same work this
year that they took last year. TheESTABLISHES 1879. , Comet. Walcii Repairingcost of the school system in the fifty-- Receivedfive cities studied aggregated nearly
?90,ouo,opi vi this sum (about $14.- -"1 PUBLISHED By t V
TheOptfc Publishing Company
ihoobporatbd
000,00 U spent in the wasteful pro-
cess if children repeating grade 'work.In some cities, as 'in Camden, N. J.,
where 30 per cent of the school call
Highest Award
Chicago"
World's Fair
M. M. PADGETT
.......EDITOR dren repeat, the figures show what aterribly heavy item of expense this In
efficiency of the school system
It was found that more boys than
The repairing' of Watches is; our specialty. ,;
are giving this' department our most,
caieful attention. Bring your time piece to
us to be repaired and be thereby assured of
satisfaction. --All work guaranteed. .,
J. Tavipert, v
'Manufacturing', Jeweler and Optician
'
i
606 Douglas Ave. A.T. & S. P. Watch Inspector
MlEntered at the Postoftice at East gins are "repeaters , as they arecalled by, educators,? and that moreboys than girls drop out of schoolwork before finishing, a fact whichmay be gathered from casual obser-vation, and that the number of yearsIn school for the average AmericanLaa Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- smatter. -RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally.
boy falls very low, despite the idea
that education is constantly becoming
more general.er year by Carrier
....,.$7.00Per Month by Carrier 65
Per Week by Carrier ; .20
Just where the difficulty lies has
not been determined. It had been
supposed that the immigrant child, or
child of foreign parents, was a large
contributing cause, but a comparison
of cities and their foreign population
Weekly .
one year $2.oo
Six Months J,00 nas effectually discredited the idea.
A table shows: i II J 111 I U II H i I "'I 1 t..v',l
,
' Percentage PercentagePUBLIC SCHOOL INEFFICIENCY
. Scnool Foreign
Efficiency. Population.The Russell Sage Foundation has
1 4
taken a hand in aiding many worthy
causes, and It has also taken notice
"and Investigated the cause of failure
In many other lines. For two yearsthe Foundation has been carrying on
Boston
.j 67 72Minneapolis ...... 63 69
Chicago 55 77
New York 52 77
St. Louis 51- - 61
Cleveland, . ., , . . 50 76
Cincinnati 48 61 '
Jersey City ...45 71
Philadelphia . . . . 38 " 55
Baltimore 35 38
New Orleans ..... 31 38
a searching inquiry to ascertain whyk is mat tne public schools of theUnited States do not accomplish moreior tne children of the countrv.
While the Investigation has not fullydetermined the exact cause nor sug Among the cities in the table the
Now is the Time to Choose
From Our
FALL LINE
And what we ask you is' only
a call to examine our goods and
prices.
Fair Isn't It?
Our hat department is improved. You can
find any shape or style hat here. We just re-
ceived two new styles in a wonderful array.
Prices, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
gested anything remedial, It has given
as its conclusion that 4 the ratio of
three most American cities Philadel-
phia, Baltimore and New Orleans-ha- ve
the most inefficient school systhe finished product to the raw ma-terial Is less than It should be and
that the plant Is too big for the workit Is accomplishing." In other words,
tems, while most foreign cities Chi-
cago, New York, Cleveland and Bos
ton have the most efficient.
tne scnoois or the united States are
not educating as many children as
Sheep 28,000 steady; native $2.40
4.80; western $2.604.80; yearlings
$4.005.35; lambs, native $4.257.10;
western $4.257.10.MAhKET REPORTS.
dollars, 43; Amalgamated, 83 3--
Atchison, $120 New York Cen-
tral, $136 1-- Southern Pacific,
$129 1-- Union Pacific, $203
$90 Steel, preferred,
$127 7--
they should, and the amount of. money
the schools are costing Is out of pro
portion to tne number of children
St. L&uis Wooleducated In them.
The Ideal schooling Is that In which St. Louis. Oct. 19. Wool firm, ter-
ritory western mediums 2429; finethe child enters In the first grade, Chicago Live StockChicago, Oct. 19. Cattle 14,000,mediums 2326; fine 1420.completes the eight grades of the prl
mary and .grammar schools In eight
years and enters and completes high
mostly 10 lower; beeves $48.30;
Texas steers $3.804.90; western
steers $47.25; stockers and feeders
$3 5.10; cows and heifers $2.00 .40;
calves $7.009.25.
Kansas City Live Stock
Kansas City, Oct. 19.Cattle 19,000,
Including 1,000 southerns, slow, stea-
dy; native streers $4.508.25; south-
ern steers $3.404.75. southern cows
$2.505.75; native cows and heifers
$2.255.25; stockers and feeders $3.20
5.40; bulls $2.753.75; calves $3.50
7.75; western steers $3.755.50;
western cows $2.504.25.
Sheep 15,000 steady; muttons $4
4.80; lambs $5.757; range wethers
yearsllngs $4.255.25; range ewes $3
4.75.
school. The percentage of instances
in which the ideal is attained indi
New York Metal
New York, Oct. 19. Lead steady,
$4.32 copper dull, standard
spot, $12.2512.50; silver, 51. Hogs 15.000 steady, light $7,050)
7.65 mixed $7.307.5; heavy $7.20
7.85; rough $7.207.40; good choiceChicago ProvisionsChicago, Oct. 19. Wheat. December, heavy $7.407.85; pigs $5.257.00;$1.05; May, $1.04 Corn, bulk sales $7.457.75.October, 59 3-- December 58 6--
Oats, December, 39 5-- May, 42. Pork,
October, $23.25; 'January, $18.27 1--
vidually Is very small, and there is
not a city where .the1 schools approach
it.
The number of the backward pu-
pils who fail to pass each year ,to
the grade ahead determines the inef-
ficiency of the school system. To
get at the causes which operate to
prevent children from making grades
ach year, the Foundation studied fifty--
five cities. In these fifty-fiv- e school
fiystems there are 2,000,000 school
children. This year there are 15 per
. cent, or nearly a half million chil-- J
dren, who failed to pass on to the
Lard, October, $12.30; November. YourLiver$11.72 1-- -- Ribs, October, $11.15; J. A. Taichert,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
615 Lincoln Ave. Next to Wells-Farg- o Express Co.
Better stir up yeur liver a little I Not too
much, just a little, just enough to start the
bile nicely. One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime
is all you need. These pills act directly on
the liver. Made for the treatment of con-
stipation, biliousness, dyspepsia,
January, $9.32.
Ask your doctor If he knotB a letterMoney and Stocks
New York Oct. 19. lWnnpv inn poll pill for a sluggish liver. Then followknows.his advice. He4l-2- ; prime paper, 5l-2- ; Mexican
Stetson Hats
0
We have just received a
large shipment of these fa
Skirts
Men's Golf Shirts at 75c,
a great many stores would
ask $1.00 for them. These
come in a number of new
patterns, stripes, also blue
Chambray.
mous Hats. First showing
with us. The stock is new
and the styles are the latest.
w $4.00 and $5.00 the same
stock and the same price as
you pay in the larger cities
Men's Underwear
A large and well selected
The Best $1.00 Shirt
' We show a very extensive
line of $1.00 Shirts, both in
cuffs attached or, detached,
pattern you will often find in
the $1.50 goods,, the quality
is excellent.
Fine Shirts at $1.25, $1.50,!
$1.75, $2.00, $2.50,"Emery"
brand.perfect fitting.the new-
est color combinations, plea
stock that will do justice to a
larger city. All kinds, all
prices, from 50c to $3.00 garWhat Men and Boys Need in Furnishings ment, silk and wool. UnionSuits for regular or stout
Men, $.125 to $3.00. See
ted or plain cuffs, attached or window. ,
detached, here you will find
a large assortment from
which to select from. We
carry a line of big Man's
Shirts also.
Men's Florsheim Shoes
The newest lasts, all leath
Every Want Filled With the Best Standard Makes of Shirts, Hats, Underwear,
' Gloves, Hosiery, Neckwear, etc.
It matters not what your "furnishings tastes" may be we know we can satisfy it speaking tritely, we are in line with
the goods' . ' ' , ,
If it's Shirt or Ties you like the new ones in quite patterns, we are prepared for you or on the other hand you like things
of brightness and decided color we are equally ready.
' Then we offer a wide price range in Shirts good shirts for as little as 65c and better ones at short price steps until the best
are reached at $3.00. and every one is ample comfortable well-mad- e strong and staunch in fabric and seam. Included in the
assortment you will find the famous Emery Shirt priced from $1.00 to $2.50. r
er and at the same price you
pay in Chicago. $4 and $5
for the same kind of shoes.
You don't believe it! Come
and see.
And Among the Underwear there are only good makers. Stately Coopers' garments in both Union and sliits in all
; weights and prices.
Men's Hosiery
We are sure no where else
will you find such an assort-
ment, 15c to $1.50 pair. Cot-
ton, solid colors, fancy, black,
tan of silk and wool.
Stetson Hats
Fine Neckwear
The constant demand for
better Neckwear is respon-
sible for the large stock. We
have to show'you embracing
the best silks, newest weaves',
and latest color cbmbinations.
We show "The Superba"-sil- k
the lus-
trous silk, at 50c,
65c, 75c and $1.00.
Kaysers Baratheas,
50Ci 65c, 75c.
and English
squares, at 1, 1.50 & $2.
Bats, black or fancy
designs, 35c and 50c.
Windsors, Bows 4-i- n-
.
hands clubs, at 25c'.
This line of Headgear need hardly be talked about for the name Stetson stknds for the best Hats made. Other Hats
y.
- from $1.00 to $5.00.
Our Neckwear and Hosiery, too, are in large assortments and fwill be to your advantage to fill your needs at this store. The
Hosiery comes from the famous Hosiery manufacturers, Lord &Tayor. They are weir known for their superiority.
BOYS' CLOTHES AND FURNISH-
INGS.
A complete Department inEverything
for the Man and Boy and at prices that are moderately low. Below we quote a few interesting specials. Take
advantage of them, every purchase money saved. ; .' . " t ' .
every line. Suits, Hats,
Shirts, Shoes, ' Waists, Un-
derwear. 'Gloves,' and etc.
Everything the newest and-- THE STORE OF QUALITY"Special f;
. A snecial purchase enables
of dependable quality. We
show, a Boys Suit
us to offer you an imported pants at $3.50. A guaran
teed absolutely all wool Suit,
Tie, Heavy silk,
beautiful colorings, at 50c, '
, Usually, 75c and $i. E. Las Vegas . pants, for $5.00. '
.J
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methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad-
ing with us While
working for a busi- -'
ness we have been
working for a repu-
tation; we have gain
panied by Don Eduardo Martinez andMiss Rebeca Casaus, daughter of thelate Ramon Casaua. .
Walter Randolph, a clerk ;f theStearns grocery,' has gone oit a vaca-tion trip to the mountains.Dr F V. W. Tibbits. John H. Grant
and G. H. Durrle are among the Chi-
cago people in" the city today.Miss Bessie Dunn left for Raton
this afternoon on a "visit to a sister,Mrs. H..P. Roseberry, in that city.Sablno Lujan and daughters, Miss-
es Amelia and Eloisa, reached home
this afternoon from their trip to ElPaso. r?tHenry Esslnger Is? paying a busi-
ness trip to town and city today, inthe Interests of a St; Joseph whole-
sale house. .
Gen. Charles F. Easley one of thetrustees of the National Pythian as-
sociation, returned to his home at
Santa Fe today;
as y egas
Remind us that it is now time
to get'fredy fo Winter .j,
U...
WE ARE SHOWING TIlGMJNE
Stoves, Heaters
' and
Base-Bvirne- rs f
r,
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vies President
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst.! Cashier.
0 '
0
0
Interest Paid on time Deposits
i I'
Shi
00
0
0 '
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
' from $1,50 tip.
BE SURE to see our line before pur
Howell Earnest departed last nleht
ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac-
tory deal we gua-
rantee that.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to ,set up
Stoves bought from us.
IF YOU ARE IN NEED
i
of ready money the tresorer of our Savings Bank will advance
it upon the proper voucher, v
THIS SAVINGS BANK
inoourages thrift in the people by incouraging deposits upon
which it pays interests. It has the benefit of able and judi-
cious management and keeps its patrons posted on best invest-
ments. Be wise make a deposit. .
VLas Vegas Savings Bank
' ' OFFICE WITH ,
Sa.r Miguel NeitioneJi Bank.
; .
0
'
:
':.
0 .';
'0 :
0 ,"
"!-
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0
Blankets' end Comforts
,
In great array
$2.48 for. an n, big size,
hand-knotte- Silkolene COM.
FORT, worth $3.50.
for his home at Clayton, having at-
tended the National Pythian associa-
tion meeting here.
Miss Nellie Snider arrived In the
city this afternoon from Los
Angeles, Cal.,. and is the guest of
Mrs. A. D. HIggins.J. C. Nichols, Pearl Nichols, A. R.
Sapp and Leonard Purcell are at the
Eldorado hotel from Sedalia; L. C.
Hannah from Oakland; Iowa.
Ike Davis returned today from Los
Angeles, where he has been with his
bride on their honeymoon. She will
remain on the coast for several weeks
yet.
D. J. Leahy,' United States attorney,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, D. T. Hosklns,
Prof. B. S. Gowen, returned on the de
PERSONALS
oOc for the 85o Double Cotton, 9-- 4
'0
0Blankets.65c for the 11.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
Blankets, all colors.
,
v
'Only at $00&&&00&&&$&0000&000 0 0 0000000001layed No. .2 last evening from EI
Paso. That Is good work." 'Civil Engineer J. L. Zimmermann Cutter and Bridge were asked atmmwill leave tonight for Los Cerrlllos, considerable length about other Yale, COLDER WEATHER
MEANS
men In Arizona ind their work.Bouth Santa,. Fe county, In the Inter-ests of some government mining pa When all had shaken hands, EngelOpposite Y. M. C. A. klng called out: "Now, give him a
yell," and then followed the thrilling
tents.
Mrs. Eplmenio Martinez and
daughter, of Wagon Mound, returned
here this afternoon i from El Paso,
E. C. de Baca Is at home from 1
Paso.
Pablo A. Lopez visits Shoemaker
'today.
T. F. Kern Is In town from Albu- -
luerque
E. J. McWenle went to Watrous
Jast night. ' .
W. B. Bunker came home from El
Paso yesterday.
Harry Calvin 13 a guest at the Cas-taned- a
from New York.
Fidel Ortiz returned from El Paso
on an early morning train.
Captain Brunton is visiting in the
city today from Shoemaker.
Charles A. Spless went to Raton
last night on court matters.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld returned
from Albuquerque last night.
Ben Strlckfadden left today for El
'Paso on matters of business.
Mrs. T. C. Hill arrived in the city
from Dawsdn yesterday afternoon.
Pablo Anallo departed this after-:noo- n
for Alameda, Socorro county.
Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr., is in .e-tur-n
from a business trip to Santa Fe.
room," said the president, with a
wave of his hand, "we've got to have
thla room," and the Yale men follow
Land are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
MORE BEDDING
We have a fine large line of
Comforts and Blankets - - -
yell of old Yale with three Tafts.
"It has been a long time since
some of you gave that yell; J. can tell
your classes by the snap of your
yell," and the president smiled genial-
ly at the older members of the group.
"Good bye," they shouted and filed
ed him In.U Hernandez.District Court Clerk Secundino Ro-
mero, Sheriff Cleofes Romero, wife Dress suits, dress ehlrts and halfclad men went scurrying out.
"Mr. President," spoke Engelklng,and child, and County Clerk Lorenzo jdvX Into the hall after a half hour : AT RIGHT PRICES:Delgado reached home last night from
Albuquerque and El Paso. "this is the
Southwestern-Yal- e Alumni
association and we have elected you spent with the true type of the Yale
man, the president of the UnitecFather Mohan, who has been serious an honorary charter member." States.ly ill at St. Anthony's sanitarium, left "I accept," shouted the president,
this afternoon for his home in Kan
Will You let us Show You?
J. C. JOHNSEN SON
and everybody cheered.' The aide in TAFT TRIES PLAYINGsas City. He was accompanied on his
journey by Father Jennings, who will GOLF ON BIG RANCHtroduced the, spokesman.
"I want to
meet all these Yale' men," exclaimed
the president, and the fellows beganreturn in a few, days.H.
O. Snyder and M. L. Kahn were
In the city yesterday from Pueblo, Gregory, Texas, Oct. 19. President 623 Douglas Ave.Mr. and Mrs. Ed McClain, of Man-zanol-Colo., who have been vis-tin- to feel, in the language or tne executive, like they had a "cinch." Taft rose late this morning and wentColo.Rafael Martinez is in from Trout
Springs, working at the Castaneda
hotel.
immediately to try the golf links pre-L. Blakesley was Introduced. "Andin the city, guests of C. M. Works and
family and W. A. Cole and fami'y.
departed for their home today. Mrs.
McClain is a sister of Mrs. Works.
what class are you?" "I am of the
class of 1860," replied the venerable
visitor. The several men of the classJ. W. Williams is at the New Optic
pared by his brother, C. P. Taft. With
the president in addition to Mr. and
Mrs. C. P. Taft, are Miss Louise Taft
and Secretary of War Dickinson. Captof '60 were named by the president
and their work was discussed with Butt, Dr. J. J. Richards and National
from Columbia, Mo.; Mrs. J. R. Hol-
land from Denver.
W. H. Stapp, of the Red Cross drug
store, left for Albuquerque on a busi-
ness trip last night.
interest.
Next came r. J. D. Eaton, of Chi
Committeeman Cecil Lyon, of Texas,
will participate In a round-u- p tomor
YALE MEN MADE HIT
WITH PRESIDENT TAFT huahua. "Why, Yale is full of the row for the president's benefit.Charley Palmer and John Burks
BIG REDUCTION
in prices on wall paper, as must reduce our stock.
Loo Vegas Luhmher Co
DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE LINE
Let us quote you prices on room complete paper
and hanging.
YORKTOWN CELEBRATES
SURRENDER OF CORNWALLIS
returned today from a visit to thefair at Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. James Salley return-
ed to their home at Nolan yesterday
after a short visit here.
H. W. Garberson is In the city to-
day from his at- - the Her-
mit mines, buying supplies.
Demetrlo Sllva, wife and child have
returned from Anton Chlco. accom--
Yorklowu, Va., Oct. 19. The his-
toric ground where General Cornwal-li- s
surrendered 128 years ago, was to-
day marked by fifteen tablets, with
appropriate ceremonies.
El Paso, Texas, Oct 19. Saturday
when John Wilkie, chief of the fed-
eral secret service eald ''you won't
get more than two minutes," to the
Yale men who asked to meet the
president Saturday afternoon, was one
time his sleuthship slipped up on the
Job; he didn't know. The president
received the Yale boys and he kept
them a long time over two minutes
The man in Jail doesn't have toFINED FOR ASSAULTING
HIS MOTHER-IN-LA- dodge automobiles.
All Aboard for Harvey'sl
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-
ing, returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co's. '
Eatons," said the president, as he
asked for the class. "1869," said
the doctor, "and my brother was
1877." "And took the Junior exhibition
prize, 'added tho president with a
radiant smile. "That's coming righthome to my own days."
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the
agricultural and mechanical college of
New Mexico came next. "Teaching
them Latin and Greek, are you?"
"No, indeed," said the doctor, "I am
teaching them the natural sciences
and practical things."
"That is very good," said the presi-
dent, ''but," he added with an earnest
look in his eye, "Garrison, I believe in,
Latin and Greek. There is grand
training in them."
Every man was asked for his class
and engaged in a cordial chat.
"What are you doing?" was the
question to every man.
"I am a lawyer," said" E. L. Medler.
"We are In the same-business,- re-
plied Taft. '
"And I am a lawyer," said G. R;
Lessing.
VORY SOAP it
Jose Miguel Medran was fined ten
dollars and costs In Justice Pablo
West side court this morningfor assaulting his mother-in-la-
The Bed-Roc- k of Success
lies in a keen, clear brain, backed byindomitable will and reslst'ess" energy.Such power comes from the SDlendidI keeps the country Retrospection is a great toe- -health that Dr. King's Now Life Pillsclean. stumper of progress.
NOTICE
Department of Territorial Engineer,
impair, iney vitalize every organ
and build up brain and. body. J. A.
Harmon, Llzemore, W. Va., writes:
"They are the best pills I ever used."
25c at all druggists.
Well Known Hotel Keeper Uses andSanta Fe, N. M Oct. 11, 1909
Notice, is hereby given that on the
7th 'day of October, 1909, in accord
Recommends Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I take pleasure In saying that Iance with Section ,26, Irrigation Law A $500 stock of perfumery may looklike 30 scents.of 1907, The poard of Trustees of have kept Chamberlain's Colic, cnol- -tne Town or juas Vegas of Las Vegas,
"Another lawyer," exclaimed the
president. "We make our living on Foley's Honey and Tar clears theair passages, stops the irritation In
and seemed to enjoy it as much as
they did.
As the Yale boys lined up In the
hall of the Hotel Sheldon, John Hays
Hammond' was made an honorary
member, and Secretary Dickinson,
whom Yale has honored with a LL. O.
took a Yale badge on his sleeve.
"Now, boys," said the president's
aide, Capt. Butte, as he came hurry-
ing out into the hall at 6:30, "line
up by the door. The president will
shake hands with you as you pass
by."
Yale lined up.
The door opened and there stood
the embodiment of the Yale spirit.
"Mr. President, here are the Yale
men of the southwest," said S. Engel-kin- g
as he stepped forward to shake
hands and pass down the hall. A
smile broke upon the face of the pres-
ident as he retained
'
Engelking's
hand. He looked at the line and
down the barren halls, like a fellow
who meets a fellow under the elms
and pulls him away to the old fence,
"Yale men? Why, we can't meet in
this hall," exclaimed the president,
here, yet's get In a room," and he
started to the corner room door.
The aide hurried up, "There are
four men dressing in there," he exr
claimed.
"Why, let them dress in some other
County of San Miguel, Territory of
New liexlco, made application to the
territorial engineer of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
Public Waters of the Territory of
the community.
"I am ranching," said W. D. Nich
era and Diarrhoea" Remedy in my fam-il- y
medicine chest for about fifteen
years, and have always had satisfac-
tory results from its use. I have ad-
ministered to a great many traveling
men who were suffering from troublesfor which it is recommended, andhave never failed to relieve them,"
ols.
tne throat, soothes the inflamed mem-
branes, and the most obstinate cough
disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
are healed and strengthened, and the
There is no exaggera-
tion about this state-
ment. It is a fact.
Nearly every grocer
sells Ivory Soap. Nearly
every well-to-d- o Ameri-
can family uses it; for
the bath, for the toilet
or in the laundry for
the finer things.
Ivory Soap
994&. Per Cent. Pure
New Mexico."And . what do your Yale associa-
tions do for you out here?" Such appropriation is to be made cold is expelled from the system. Re- "There aren't any," said Nichols, of from Gallinas, Sapello rivers, PecosChamberino. s says J. v. jenKinsr or Glasgow, Ky.This remedy is for sale by all dealers.arroyo
and Sanguijuela creek and
tributaries, at points 7 Location
fuse any but the genuine in the yel-
low package. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
"I am a paleontologist," said (LJ.
point of diversion :Sarle. '
"This is the right place for you, (a) Gallinas Inlet Canal Initial
Rocks enough," . added the president, Point bears South 52 degrees 10 min The Best PlasterA piece of flannel dampened withwith a winK or his eye.
"I am president of the New Mex
utes East 1,290 ft. distant from North
West Corner Section 5 in Township Chamberlain's Liniment and bound onto the affected parts is superior to
any plaster. When troubled with
ico Normal university," said B. S,
Gowan.
16 North of Range 16 East N. M. P.
M.
(b) Romeroville ditch, point of di lame back or pains In the side or."The Yale men are making educa41
tional headquarters In New Mexico. version is same as Gallinas Inlet
Fresh Fish
Just in from
California
Star Meat Market
chest give it a trial and you are cer-
tain to be more than pleased with
the prompt relief which it affords.
Canal.
(c) Sapello Inlet Canal Initial This liniment also relieves rheumaticPoint bears South 30 degrees West
pains and is certain to please any1,450 ff. distant from North East
Corner Section 28 in Township 18 one suffering from that disease. SoldA hat full of coal lasts all night by all dealers.North of Range 16 East N. M. P. M(d) Trout Springs Reservoir Dam
Initial point bears N. 51 degrees W. For "Sale 2 horses and two surreys. Phone Vegas 450in COLE'S HOT BLAST for sale at Browne & Manzanares Co.4420 ft. from S. E. Cor. Sec. 34, T. 17N. R. 15 E.
(e) Waters of Pecos Arr3yo and
Sanguijuela creek are taken directly
into Sanguijuela reservoir.
(f) Initial point of tEaGt Outlet
That 4s a tremen-
dous fact for users of
heaters.
Your fire is never
oat I
A bat full of coal
Canal from Sanguij ie.i reservoir THE HYGEIA AICEMADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES: i
bears North 16 degrees 50 mln'ites
West 4,090 ft. from South East Cor-
ner Section 34 in Township 17 North
of Range 16 East N. M. P. M 2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundredin a Cole's Hot Blast burns all night, and in the (g) Initial point of West Ontlet
Canal from Saagrljuiila reservoir
commences at same point.
i
t
it
i,UW IO ,UW IDS. " " 3UC
200 to 1,000 lbs. " ' 40c
50 to 200 lbs. " " ,50c
Less than 50 lbs. " ' " 75c
(h) Initial point of outlet canal
the most sweeping statement vor
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let us show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this con-
tinuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.
Cole's Hot Blast
$10 Up
' Take note that this heater burns
soft coal, hard coal, wood,
slack, lignite or cobs nd we
guarantee it against any heater,
size for size, at twice or three times
its price, j ,
Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
Blast, with the name Cole's on the
from Sapello reservoir bears South
10 degrees 3 minutes West 2,376 ft.
frora; North East Corner Section 11 CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGviIre & Webb
Phone Main 227
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the flre to heat tip,
you open a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm up
nicely. ' v '
Wfi not only say this. We guarantee it, and
our Word is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft coal heaters in America.
We rtirantee a saving in fuel of a third.
This is a conservative guarantee. You really save
one-ha- lf to 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
using this stove. '
In fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is
A.H. Reingfueber Brewing Co.
in Township 17 North of Range 16
East, py means of diversion and stor-
age and 115 cu, ft. per sec. or 80,000
ac. ft is to be conveyed to T. 18, 17,
16, 16 N. R. 16 E.; ,T. 15 and 16 N.
R. 17 E. and T. 17 N. by means of
ditches and reservoirs R. 15 E. and
there used for irrigation and domes-
tic use.
All persons who may oppose; the
granting- - of the above .application
must file their , objections, substan-
tiated by affidavits (properly back-
ed), with the Territorial Engineer oa
feed door. ' V of Lxs Vegas.
We are now making the finest beer jin the . Southwest. : Boost
Shows T?oi Draft
burning the OAS
half of soft .coal
Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal.lllard Coal, Wood or Cobs.
F. J. GEHRING, home industry and telephone your j orders to us for either "keg orbottle been J , .
c
- PHONE MAIN 67
516-51- 8 Douglas Avenue.
last publication hereof. I
VERNON L. SULLIVAN
Territorial Engineer."
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FLOURB PATENT
And You Will
THENo longer needs vindication
from us or anybody else. All
that is necessary is for you
to apply it according to your
business and its needs.
As an auxiliary to your
business the "Optic" is with-
out a peer in this commun-
ity when advertising is being
considered.
Try the "Optio"
Northeastern Now Mexico's Best Nmwspapan
Phone Main 2
Lost
Always Have
BREAD
Has No Equal
All Dealers
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Jose B.
Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel coun-
ty, N. M., Who, on February 5, 1903,
made Homestead Entry No. 7423 for
E 2 SE 1--4 ol Section 10 and E 1-- 2
NE 4 of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
Kange zs jaast, N. M. P. Meridian,has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to esabllsh claim
to the land above described, before
Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court com-
missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
the 16th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar,Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benlgno Ro-
mero, all of Gonzales, N. M.
j MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept20 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Ascen-
sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
county, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
made Homestead Entrv Nn. 74K1 tn
W 1-- 2 SW 4 of Section 11 and N 1-- 2
JNW 4 of Section 14, Twp. 17 North,
Range 23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,has filed notice of IntenMnn tn in ok a
final five year proof, to establish
ciaim to me lana above described, be--
iore tioDen u. m. koss, u. S. court
commissioner, at Las Veean. Ttf iur n
the 16th dayof, iNovember, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose B. Medina. Rente-Ti- P
Julian Salazar. JnRA TnnHnrn ftnnvnloa
an ui uuuuaius, ivi.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Wigg How did Blones catch such
a cold? Wagg He has just become
engaged to a girl from Boston.
It's A Top Notch Doer
Great deeds compel regard. The
world crowns Its doers. That's whythe American people have crowned
Dr. King's New Discovery, the king
of throat and lung remedies. Every
atom is a health force. It kills germs,
and colds and la grippe vanish. It
heals cough-racke- d membranes and
coughing stops. Sore, Inflamed bron-
chial tubes and lungs are cured and
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Black Jack, N. C, writes "It cured me
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
by all doctors." 50c, $1.00. Trial
bottle free. Guaranteed by all drug-
gists. N
LAS VEGAS SANTA ROSA
AUTO LINE :
.
The Las Vegas-Sant- a Rosa auto
mail, express and passenger line
is now In operation. The auto
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times a week, Mondays, Wed--
nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey'a drug
store at 7 a. m., visits both post--
offices and leaves Winters drag
store on the West side, for Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey'a or Winters
drug stores.
The round trip fare Is $11; one
way $6. Each passenger Is al--
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express pack--
ages are also handled and can be
left at either of the drug stores
mentioned.
BOSS
Always Good
Handled By
an eloquent speaker and was popular
among his fellow members and among
his constituents. A wife and several
children survive.
One of the largest cattle deals
made in Sierra county for a number
of years was consummated last week
when T. J. Ross, of Hermosa, dispos-
ed of nearly all of his stock and land
holdings to H. A. Ringer of Hlllsboro.
Consideration not publicly known.
While Mr. Ross still retains hla fine
residence and homestead at Hermosa
he will probably locate elsewhere. Mr.
Ross has been for many years one of
Sierra county's foremost citizens and
his departure Is greatly regretted by a
host of old time friends who wish
him success wherever he may go.
With his new holdings Mr. Ringer Is
the largest cattleman In Sierra coun-
ty and his many friends congratulate
him on his achievement and wish him
many years of prosperity.
AMERICA HAS 6,000 DRINKS.
Astonishing Number of Intoxicating
Beverages That May Be Had
on This Continent,.
"We have 6,000 intoxicating drinks
In America," said a temperance lectur-
er. "That, I believe, is the record."
"Expert as our bartenders are, they
have none of them mastered the entire
American drink question, and they
would throw up their wet hands if a
man asked for a a
cacasha, a sam, a laranglna, or even
a mescal.
"You see, all the races that com-
pose America Introduce here the
drinks of their old homes.
and sam are oriental cor-
dials, sweet and perfumed and nasty,
that our soldiers and sailors learned
to like in the Philippines.
,
"A laranglna is a delicate, slightly
acid, refreshing drink from South
America. It is a wonderful mixture
of the leaves, flowers and fruit of
tropical plantf" orange, banana, lime,
pineapple, lemon, cholocate, mango,
guava, tamarind and I don't know
what. ,
"Mescal Is a Mexican abomination
made of the cactus. It goes down like
a ball of cactus thorns.
"A cacasha Is a powerful sugar-can- e
rum that the Jamaicans distill Illicit-
ly. For one cent you can buy a pint,
though half a pint is quite sufficient- -
Weakness of Civilization.
H the world were actually all civil-
ized, wouldn't it be too weak even to
ripn? And now, in the great centers,
whfe,,e is accumulated most of what
we value as the product of man's best
efforts, is there strength enough to
elevate the degraded humanity that
attends our highest cultivation? We
have a gay confidence that we can do
something for Africa. Can we reform
London and Paris and New York,
which our own hands have made?
Charles Dudley Warner.
Outside Inside.
"A patient for whom I recently pre-
scribed some internal medicine and a
putty-lik- e salve," said the doctor, "re-
turned to my office and complained
that he found difficulty in taking the
medicine. On inquiry I learned he
had used the internal medicine for the
outside application and had swallowed
all the salve, which, he Informed me,
be succeeded in making more palat-ani- S
by spreading it on bread and eat-
ing it in the form of a sandwich.",'
For Chapped Skin
Chapped skin whether on the hands
or face may be cured in one night by
applying Champerlain's Salve. It Is al-
so unequaled for sore nipples, burns
and calds. For sale by all dealers.
The bond for Luis Archuleta, Ani--
ceto Romero and Tomas Vargas, who
recently shot up the settlement of
Roy, Mora county, has been fixed at
15,000 by Justice of the Peace Bryant
Opal Riley, daughter of M. E. Riley,
near Portales was shot through the
left breast and througn tne arm by
the accidental discharge of a 22 cal-
iber rifle in the hands of her young
est brother.
On last Wednesday morning at
Amistad, Union county, during a dis
pute over land, Hard Hall and Dr.
Smith fired revolv-sr- s at acli otlw--
but neither was struck. Smith has
been arrested. -
Salomon Rael of Taos county, has
petitioned Governor Curry to be
county commissioner to fill
the vacancy of Antonio Gomez, de
ceased. He is a Spanish-America- n,
who keeps a saloon in Questa..
A new postofflce is to be established
about four miles north of Cerro, Taos
county, according to Information re
ceived from the postofflce depart
ment at Washington. The name or
the new office will be "Virsylvla."
Four men left Gallup last week to
work at the new Indian school at
Chin Lee on the Navajo reservation.
When the work is well under way,
150 skilled mechanics will be given
employment for several months on
the school buldings.
.Beekman Wlnthrop, assistant sec-
retary of the treasury, Is expected to
arrive in Santa Fe about the same
time this week as Secretary Balllnger
and will look into the federal build
ing matter as well as Internal reve
nue office affairs at the capital.
The Santa Fe baseball team was
awarded first prize of $750 in the
territorial fair tournament at Albu
querque, Socorro second, $500, and Al
buquerque third, $250. The award
went to .Santa Fe on account of pro-
tests against players on the other
teams. Socorro won the majority of
the games.
Oliver Ackley, who had been a
preacher for two or three years and
had been 'president of a Christian En
deavor society at Gallup. McKlnley
county, was arrested at Albuquerque
and taken back to Gallup to answer
the charge of burglary anil larceny
of $300 from HoJ;;son. brothers' store
where he had bean employed.
The famous white sands are again
under discussion, Frank L. Buchan-
an of St. Louis, a mining expert, has
been in Alamogordo in the interests
of an eastern firm. He examined the
sands and has taken samples back
with him. His company will use a
large amount of the sand If it proves
adequate for the company's needs.
Dr. W. H. Harrison, government
specialist, Is at the Taos Indian pue-
blo making an investigation of the
eye trouble, trachoma, with which the
Indian tribes have been so sorely af
flicted. Dr. Harrison will give some
time to the Pueblos and then look
over the Picuris Indians. His inten
tion is to prescribe 'for them, then
have a nurse to carry out his instruc-
tions, and later return and study re-
sults.
At the ranch of Howard & French,
north Of Fort Wingate, McKlnley
county, David H. Fee died last week
at the age. of 78 years 6 months. Fee
was an old timer and-i- s survived by
three sons and two daughters. He
had served in the British army and re
ceived a pension from the British gov
ernment. He therefore never took
out naturalization papers although he
had lived near Gallup upward of 25
years.
Sometime during Suneay night a
trio of cheap robbers performed some
cheap work at Lake Valley Sierra
county. They broke Into the depot
and secured 45 cents in ca,sh; they
forced an entrance into Titus' saloon
where they v got about a dollar in
change and bottle of booze; they also
broke into S. A. Jobson's store where
they secured about $1.50 in cash and
carried off some candy, a pair of ladles' shoes and a small number of
other articles. The, men were on
Lhorseback and wended their way east
ward.
A robbery that appears to have- -
been the work of small boyswas dis-
covered Sunday morning at Temple
Albert, Albuquerque. About the only
article missing is a small brass tube
which connected a large candelabra
with a gas jet. The two large brass
urns that stand on either side of the
pulpit were removed from their posi
tion and were later found in a closet
in the temple, while the candlabra
was found on tne floor, a few feet
from where It usually stands. Nothing
else appears to have been disturbed.
It Is believed the thief entered
through a window.
Much petty thieving has been car-
ried on about Cerro, Taos county, dur-
ing the past several months. Hob-
bles "are stolen from horses left out
over night, as well as any other ar-
ticle that could be carried off easily.
One homesteader had the doors and
windows of his cabin, under construc-
tion, hauled off. One night recently
a man who has met with several, los-
ses, hung a set of harness out on
his clothes line, to Which he fastened
a string and to the other the trigger
of a shotgun. About 1 a. m., the gun
went off and the owner hastened out
in time to see a fleeing form after
which he fired two more shots. Since
then no more complaints have been
heard. - "
Hon. Estevan Baca, of Socorro, who
served as a member of the council
of the last legislative assembly, died
at Magdalena, Socorro county, last
week of typhoid fever. He was born
at Socorro on August 3, 1851, and be-
came a well-to-d- o stock raiser and
property owner. His grandfather was
among the first settlers of the Gem
city and his family has been promi-
nent for many years. For seven
years, Mr. Baca served as mayor of
Socorro and for six years he was post-
master of his home town. As a
staunch republican he was elected to
the council of the Thirt-eigTit- h leg-
islative assembly and served on most
of the important committees. He was
Help Vianted, Etc.
.WANTED Competent female cook at
' St Anthony's sanitarium.
WANTED Furnished house by Miss
Bryan, teacher In Castle school, and
her parents. Phone C. D. Boucher's
' residence.
WANTED Table boarders at 712
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112,
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
WANTED To rent a typewriter. Un-
derwood preferred. Address Optic.
MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
Short time required; graduates
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar-
ber college, Los Angeles.
For Sale
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never
used; blankets and comfortables.
' 712 FIfthjtree,
FOR SALE Stamping done and art
needlework materials. , 712 Fifth
FOR BALE i Legal blanks of all
scrlpUon. Notary seals and recorsi
at the Optic office.
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op-
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished room. All
modern conveniences; $10 per
month; on car line. Address G. A.,
care Optic.
FOR RENT Nice front room, or
double room. Either light house
keeping or room with board. In-
quire across from court house.
FOR RENT Finely furnished room,
bath, furnace heat, uiose in. uen-tlema-
only. Inquire Optic.
FOR RENT Two or three light house-
keeping rooms. Apply 92u Gallinas
avenue.
FOR RENT Store room. No. 618
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
ABSDHBLBTS
Slobbs Oh, I pretended to do sur-
prised when he told me he was a mar-
ried man. Philadelphia Record.
Blobbs Henpeck thinks you are
the finest fellow in the world. How
did you manage to make such an im
pression? '
Why is It that people sit y
In the car we miss,
And in the car we finally catch
Are crowdedlikethis?
Lippincott's Magazine.
He tolled for wealth both night and
day;
A chance for gain he never missed,
At last he had enough to pay
The cost-o- f a nerve specialist.
' Washington Star.
"I am not happy with my husband.
Can I get a, separation?" asked a lady
of a solicitor. "His life Is insured in
your favor, isn't K?" "Yes; I made
him do that before we married.'
"Well don't separate. He"'!! live linger
away from you!" Exchange.
,
Anxious Friend-Gayma-n, you ougnt
to do something for that uncontroll
able thirst of yours, and you ought
to do it quick.
Gayman (putting on his hat) I'm
ready to go and join you In one right
now, old chap. Chicago Tribune.
.
Confidence Man Why, how do you
do, Mr. Wilson. I met you last
Westerner See here, young fellow,
my name ain't Wilson. My name's
John Jones, alias Pete Rodney, anas
Jim Hall, alias ' Joe Peters. So youbetter move on. Western Times.
"Uncle George, we are studying syn
onyms in school, and I want to know
the difference between 'cute' and
'sneaky.' '
'According to your mother. It Is the
difference between what you do and
what Mrs.
,
Jones' little boy does."
Puck.
'When you are angry,"" said the
mad of gentle instincts, ' stop and
count a hundred." .
"A hundred!" echoed Slrlus Barker.
"If I could stop at a hundred in count-
ing up my wife's milliners' ' bills I
wouldn't be angry." WashingtonStar.
'I
..''.Visiting an old mate, who had themisfortune to be confined In a York-
shire asylum, a collier noticed that
the. large clpck in..the reception hall
was ten minutes slow.
'That clock Is not right," he ex
claimed.
"No, lad!" was the lunatic's reply.
'That's why it's here." London Daily
News. -
He I'm sick and tired of being
bossed around all day by an employer!
I've got some money saved up and
I'm going to be independent by start-
ing in business for myself. 1 propose
She Now, I like the stand you've
taken, Harry; It certainly shows your
manliness In striking our for your-
self. As for your proposal, I accept-Whe-
are we to be married? Judge,
A bad copper A policeman who
takes a bribe.
A mad bull A broker who sees the
market decline when he wants It to
advance.
A polar star The leading lady of
an Esquimau operatic company..
A lyric note A singer's "I. O. U."
A work of love Kissing one's sis-
ter.
Stays of execution A corset too
tightly laced. Judge.
'
A little boy was given too much un
derdone pie for his supper and was
soon roaring lustily.
His mother's visitor was visibly dis-
turbed. '
"If he was my child," she said,
"he'd get a good, sound spanking."
"He deserves it," the mother ad
mitted, "but I don't believe in spank-
ing him on a full stomach."
Neither do I," said the visitor, "but
Id turn him over." Success Maga-
zine.
A little, lean, pale miser was one
evening observed fighting with the
town blacksmith. Though his nose
was bleeding and one eye closed the
miser fought determinedly. The- her-
culean blacksmith planted blow on
blow, i but the little miser never budg-
ed an inch.
"Run, ye fool!" hissed a friend. "Ye
stand no chance here. Run!"
But the little miser as he received
heroically a smashing left hook an-
swered in a low voice:
"Run? Nix! I've got my foot On a
piece." Washington Star. '
In Our Boarding Houes.- -
. "Why do the Newlyweds talk so
much about going to housekeeping? If
they want to go, why don't they go?"
"It's a scheme to scare the landlady.
Notice how they get the best sections
of chicken?" .
.. , ..r t u men t.i(' XV. 'XV1U5CI, IUO JCWCJCl, xuuu Vir
ginia Ave., inaianapolis, ma., writes
'I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cur
ed my backache and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to
business every day and recommend
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer
ers, as It cured me after the doctors
and other remedies had failed." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
LOST Gold brooch with small dia-
mond set. Finder return to Mrs.
Nahm, 1019 Douglas and receive
reward. J
Miscellaneous
STAMPING done for art embroid-
ery. New designs for holidays.
712 Fifth street
SHAMPOOING, electric scalp massag-
ing or mechano therapeutic treat-
ments. Call on Mrs. Dr. Grlest,
Phone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street
Cocaine Evil.
it. is said that not one-hal- f of all
the cocaine imported into the United
States last year was used for medicin-
al purposes. The use of this drug as
a stimulant has increased enormously
In recent years, particularly In those
states where the sale of liquor has
ijeblfeiteir Wfeeft-us- ea In, this
wav the druz shatters the nervous sys
tem. It has been said that within the
next few years the rate of mortality
among southern negroes will increase
enormously as a result of the use of
this drug, and it Is well known that
its offAnts have been In the highest de
gree harmful in some of the northern
and western states. It Is not surpris-
ing, therefore, that many citizens,
oanPf-laii- v nhvsicians and druggists,
who are aware of the rapid Increase
in the improper use of cocaine, are
suggesting the federal regulation of
its sale.
Romance of Married Life.
Really,. the romance of life begins
only after marriage. It is then that
character is developed, that personal-
ity is matured, that capabilities are
tested. Before marriage (until the
inrtiviHimi Wnmes a confirmed old
maid or bachelor), life is more or less
In the nature of a stage picture, with
comedy and athletics predominating.
The most in it in fun and frolic, music
and dancing, running 4nd singing,
plucking flowars and scattering them.
That Is excellently good while it lasts.
It is afterward, as a rule, that come
the realties that make men and wom-
en great and noble, or the reverse.
The Optic leads; others tag.
Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
15he Bankers Reserve
Life Company
B. H, ROBISON, President V
Omaha, Nebraska, U. S.
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO. ; '
Omaha, Nebr.
Kindly continue my Policy No.-150- issued May 9, 1899,
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
state that the settlement on this p6licy exceeds my expectation,
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
written. - -
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assess-
ment
'I have.
Joseph H. Engelka.
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
For Rates and Information Write
H. C. Kelley, Manager
New Mexico and Arizona
Pioneer Building EastLasVegas, N, M.
New Mexico Normal University
The only Institution In New Mexico whpse diploma Is recognized
by the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than ,any similar
Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of .
Education, Boston.
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art,
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting. JNRailroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution,
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
For Further Information Address
'
Dr, B. S. GOWEN President '
East Las Vegas, N. M.
THE LpOBY RESTAURANT AND GAFE short This never has had any appre-ciable effect on the price of nuts,
however, and It Is said that most ofShort Orders and Regular Dinner the imported nuts will sell
SOUTHWEST IS
FACING SERIOUS
A
TURKEY FAMINE
usual range of prices. English
No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature to love them as much
,
so as' it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother ,
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS nuts are somewhat higher andHANDLED
probably more plentiful and cheaper.
The festive pumpkin, which
farm-- ,'ways supplied, direct from theiSOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.,'ThereUs no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the systemfor the coming event, and it is passed without any danger. This
RE- -TIME HONORED "PIECE DE
SISTANCE" SCARCE THIS
YEAR
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2. A. F. & a. PHYSICIANS
remedy is applied externally, tt TT7rA N I fM. . Regular com' ann nac rnrripn tnnnsanris nf I ill mil i it m ii'..
..rr. ..... . , . hWi i ti ll A I riVf " f
ers themselves, will be available for
the manufacture of the last course on
the menu. The crop is perhaps a
triple short, but there is always a
large quantity of this "fruit" fed to
cattle and hogs anyhow, so the price
will .be about the. same as usual and
the cows will have to go short if
necessary.
At this rather early date, therefore,It appears that everyone will be able
to provide most of the usual extras
for the national feast, and it is safe
to say that the Las Vegatf tables willbe as well supplied as any In the land.
women inrougn ine crisis tTiiva 1.1 11 iimunicatka first andthird Thursdays in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially
wnn dui nine surrenng.
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
Main 1.
Calls answered day or night
Book containing Information of value - f
to all expectant mothers mailed free.
PRICES LIME ALTITUDE
y
'
These Promise to Go Soaring About
Thanksgiving TimeOther Poultry
is Plentiful and So are Fruits, Nuts
and Pumpkins A Good Feed is As-
sured, Anyway. "
invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas. BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.Atlanta. 6s.H. Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
Knights Templar. Regular
conclave second Tuesday In
How to Cure a Cold
Be as careful as you can. you will
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
DENTIST
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has
phones at office and residence.
occasionally take cold, and when youThanksgiving dinners in Las Vegas
this year will be provided as cheaplyeach month at Masonic
Temple, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark,
ao, get a medicine of known reliabil-
ity, one that has an established repu-
tation and that is certain to effect a
as ever, say the local wholesale deal
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Engagement Extraordinary .
3 NIGHTS STARTING
MONDAY OCT 18
The Great
ers, but the items on the bill of fareK. C, Charles Tamme. Recorder. quick cure. Such a medicine Is Chamwill have to be somewhat varied from
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T
(Successor to Dr. B. M. .Williams.) berlain's Cough Remedy. It hasgained a world wide reputation by ItsLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,, ROY- -
remarkable cures of this most comOffice Pioneer Building, over Grandal Arch Masons. Regular
the time-honore- list. The usual
"piece de resistence" the Thanksgiv-
ing turkey, will be worth somewhere
near his weight in gold, and apples
will be fruit 'for the plutocrat only.
mon ailment, and can always be de3 and 4. Phoneconvocation first Monday in Leader. Rooms
Main 57. pended upon. It acts on nature'seach month at Masonic plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectorChickens, however, should be availTemple, s7: 30 o. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
ation, opens the secretions and aids
nature in restoring the system to a
healthy condition. For sale by all
ATTORNEYS
Spor.eder, Secretary. dealers.
able at prices in reach of everyone,
and cranberries can be had almost
for the asking.
. Although it is a little bit too early
to tell exactly the condition of the
turkey crip, it is generally understood
that it Is very short. Texas and
Oklahoma, both of which states usual
GEORGE H. HUNKER
Attorney at LawEL DORADO LODGE NO.l The way to love a woman is the
way you can't remember to tell her
you do. "Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas NewKnights of Pythlai Mexico. '.meet every Monday
eveninfr in Castle Hamletly furnish
a very large number of tur-
keys, report a much smaller number
than usual at all nolnts. Very few
EaU, Visiting Knights fililfl!
Superior Master Magician.
World's Foremost Hypnotist
.
- s
Special Scenery. Change of Program
Nightly ,
The Funniest Performance of the Sea-
son
Be with the Crowd Monday Night
Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c
had melancholy,' probably, caused byGEORGE E. MORRISONare cordially invited.
.
.
I. P. HAVENS. flocks of any size have been heard of an Inactive liver. A bad liver makesone cross and Irritable, causes mem.In this locality and there can be littleChancellor Command--
doubt but that the prices will soarCivil Engineer and Surveyorer.
0. M. BBRNHAED,
Keeper of Record and
Seal.
heavenward as soon as the Thanks-
giving demand begins.
Chickens, on the other hand, prom
McEWEN
Famous Scottish EntertainerOffice: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas.
tal and physical depression and may
result, disastrously. Ballard's Herbine
is acknowledged to be the perfect liv-
er regulator. . If you're blue arid out
of sorts, get a bottle today. A posi-
tive cure for bilious headache, consti-
pation, chills and fever and all liver
complaints. Sold by Center block
Depot Drug Co.
ise to be plentiful. The1 supply of eggs
has kept up much later than usual al Tickets on sale at Murphey's and Schacfer's drug stores.Experience is a valuable training ready and has prevented the marketfor those you get it from.
5E823SBBS
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall.' W.
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Secretary. Visiting members
cordially invited.
to
Money Comes In Bunches
A. A. Chlsholm, of Treadwell, N.
now. His reason is well worth
ing of more than a very few hens thus
far. This will mean a large number
of chickens to come onto the market
just about the Thanksgiving season,
which should mean a price within the
reach of the most economical.
The early reports of a shortage in
A widow and her fortune are soon
married.
reading: "For a long time I sufferedfrom indigestion, torpid liver, consti Both Boys Saved
Louis Boon, a leading merchant ofthe cranberry crop have been disprovpation, nervousness, and general deb-ility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep,
naa no appetite, nor ambition, grew
Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottlesed, and the supply is probably larger
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutelythan for several years. This will mean
cured my boy of a severe cough, and
a neighbor's boy, who was so ill With
weaker every day in spite of all med-
ical treatment Then used Electric
Bitters. Twelve bottles restored all
REBEKAH LODGE. 1. O. O. F.
meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I. O.
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
' G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
T. F, Dailey, Secretary; Adelene
a cold that the doctors gave him up,
lower prices on this ravorite sauce
from now on. Apples are everywhere
scarce and will be a luxury all win-
ter. Other fruits which are shipped
in will range at Just the same prices
was cured by taking Foley's Honey
and Tar." Nothing else Is as safe
my old-tim- e health and vigor. Now
I can attend to business every day.
It's a wonderful medicine.' Infall-bl- e
for stomach, liver, kidneys, blood
and nerves. 50c at all druggists.
as have ruled in former years. and certain In results. O. G. SchaeferSmith, Secretary. The nut crop is reported as rather an1 Red Cross Drug Co.
A guest may be as glad to go as
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
fourth Tuesday evenings each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting the host is to have him. AT THE THEATRE
Xas Vegas
Grand Carnival
ONE WEEK, COMMENCING
Monday, October 25th
200--PEOPLE--2- 00
16 --SHOWS --16
3-- BIG FREE ACTS 5
,
' '"' '
.1The Nat Reiss Carnival
Company
Furnish All Attractions
More Than Enough Is Too Much
To maintain health, a mature man
brothers are cordially invited. W
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W.
Condon, secretary. or woman needs Just enough food to
repair the waste and supply energy
and body heat. The habitual con
sumption of more food than is neces
A Great Entertainment
"Great, the best magician and hyp-
notist ever seen in Las Vegas," wa3
does not resort to anything sensation-
al or in the least out of place in hyp-
notizing, as is usually the case with
nrvrnllorl Vivrynnf iota vlui hnva hnAn
sary for these purposes Is the prime
cause of stomach troubles, rheumat-ism and disorders of the kidneys. If the verdict of those who went fcoThfas Las Veeas beioie. HLr-trie- k .at
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR n
second and fourth
Thursday evenings of each month.
All visiting brothers and" sisters are
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
Chaffin, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
Seelinger, secretary.
troubled With indigestion, revise, your
diet, let reason and not appetite con-
trol and take a few doses of Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
and you will soon be all right again.For sale by all dealers.
Duncan opera house last night to
witness the initial performance of Mc-Ewe-
the Great. Manager Duncan
had claimed that McEwen would sur-
prise theatre-goer- s by presenting new
and original features in his lino cf
entertainment, and ' this prediction
came to pass lest night. Without a
doubt, McEwen is the very best en-
tertainer of his kind ever seen in
this city, and if he does not draw
Nine men out of ten overestimate
their importance in the world.
mesmerism are ludicrous and enter-
taining and cannot help but make the
audience laugh.
As has already been said,. Mr. Mc-
Ewen will be here tonight and to-
morrow night, and anyone who fails
to see ,his show is missing a greattreat that may never be their's to
again enjoy. A change of program ofboth the magic and hypnotic part ofhis exhibition will be made tonight.Not the least pleasing feature of the
entertainment is the singing of Mrs.McEwen between the first and second
acts. Mrs. McEwen possesses a voice
of rare volume and sweetness and
was forced to respond to several en
crowded houses tonight and tomor
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
! 4, meets every Monday evening at
their, hall on Sixth street. All visit
tag brethren cordially invited to at-
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
. Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C. V. Hcdgcock, cemetery trustee.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD. NO.
102, meets every Friday night at
their bill In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cor--
.. dlally welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres-
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
No man ever makes two mistakes
In marrying unless he marries more
When a man Insists that he knows
what he is talking about, make him
prove it
Cold Weather Advice
to all is to beware of coughs and
colds on the chest; as neglected they
readily lead to pneumonia, consump-
tion or other pulmonary troubles.
Just as soon as the cough appears
treat it with Ballard's Horehound Sy-
rup, the standard cure of America.
Use as directed perfectly, harmless.
A cure and preventive for all diseas-
es of the lungs. Price 25c, 50c and
11.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block
Depot Drug Co.
than once.
Frightful Fate Averted
row "night, it will be because the peo-
ple of this city will not go to a good
show, preferring to take in a poor at-
traction and kick, than to go to'- a
good one and praise it.
Because of the smallness of his
audience last night, Mr. McEwen was
adverse to making an appearance, and
did so only on the urging of Manager
Duncan, who did not want to disap-
point those whowere there. Havingjust finished an engagement of some
weeks in Denver. Mr. McEwen and
his company were booked by a
theatrical syndicate to play a series
The Best Plaster
A piece of flannel damndmwi witi." I would have been a cripple for
life, from a terrible cut on my knee
cores last night
The advance sale of seats today in-dicated a capacity house tonight, andit is safe to say that those who were
there last night will be on hand again
tonight, and that those who go tonight
will be there tomorrow night. To
go once is to go every night, for thelure of the mysterious and love forfun is irresistible.
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound onto the affected parts is superior tocap," writes Frank Disberry, Kelli- -
her, Minn., "without Bucklen's Arnica
Salve,, which soon cured me." Infall-
ible for wounds, cuts and bruises, it
theyWomen who tell everything
hear manage to hear a lot.
any plaster. When troubled withlame back or pains . in the side or
chest give it a trial and you are cer-
tain to be more than pleased with
the prompt relief which it affords.
soon cures burns, scalds, old sores,
boils, skin eruptions. World's best forIf people with symptoms of kidney
of engagements at several of the
smaller cities in the southwest; but
as he himself expressed it last night,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CH- li
NO. 804. meets second and
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall. Pio-
neer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
piles. 25c at all druggists.or bladder trouble could realize their This liniment also relieves rheumaticpains and is certain to please any-
one suffering from that disease. Sold
Well Known Hotel Keeper Uses andRecommends Chamberlain's Colic,Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I take pleasure In savin? that t
his tour thus far had been a keen A man is excusable for boasting
that he never had occasion to visit a by all. dealers.disappointment, for the people hadfailed to turn out. He has always ap-- have kept Chamberlafn's im.
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kid-
ney Remedy. This great remedy
stops the pain and the irregularities,
strengthens and builds up these or-
gans and there is no , danger of
dentistpeared on the larger circuits, where era and Diarrhoea Remedvin mvfam. The man who can tell you just howhe is in the habit of making more in!ily medicine chest for about fifteen
one night than he will make in the (years, and have alwavs had satisfa Never Worry a thing ought to be done Is neldombusy.about a cough there's no need ofsouthwest in six months. tory results from its use. I have adBrlght's disease or other serious dis-
order. Do not disregard the early
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit-
ing brothers are cordially invited.
John Thornhill, president; E. C.
Ward, secretary.
Space forbids the detailing of the
tricks of McEwen or his wonderfulsymptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
worry if you will treat it at its first
appearance with Ballard's Horehound
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once
and put your lungs and throat back
Slightly Colder With Snow
When you see that kind of a weathlfeats of mesmerism. He puts on a
ministered to a great many traveling
men who were suffering from troublesfor which it is recommended, and
have never failed to relieve them,"
says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky.
er forecast you know that rheumatismhigh class show that not only as-
tonishes his audience, but also con- -The man who hasn't any vanity has into perfectly healthy condition. Sold
by Center Block Depot Drug Co. .,vulses it. His show is clean. He This, remedy is for sale by all dealers.RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL a lot to think so.
weather is at hand. Get ready forit now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
Snow Liniment Finest thing madefor rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite.
Brotherhood hall every second and CORINN JN M MISOHI sore and stiff joints and muscles, allaches and pains. 25c, 50c and $1.00fourth Thursday, sleep' at the eighthrun. Visiting brothers always wel-- .
come to the wigwam. David'
Flint, sachem ; ' Waite H. Davis, ,
chief of records and collector of,
bottle. Sold by Center Block De
pot Drug uo.
mm
Love is blind, and allmonv i tb
' I! , V judge's fee for restoring the sight ,
jrl E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54:, ' " - Mr. F.'G. Fritz, Oneonta. N. T.
r?, O. B, B. Meets every first Wed- - writes: "My little girl was ctphHtbenefited by taking Foley's Orlno Lax-
ative, and I think it is the best rem
&f jA nesday of the month in the vestr
, room of Temple Monteflore, Doug-
las avenue and Ninth street. Visit-- ;
lng brothers are cordially invited.
nt.ai.ioa npocnolnv Tirftsldent: Rabbi
edy ror constipation and liver trou-ble." Foley's Orlno Laxative is mild.,
pleasant and effective, and cures ha-
bitual constipation. O. G. Schaefer- -
kef 'fiHmil hfJ
IB! IfIlililll i III III! : 8VllCfcl ICO J I I ' -J. E. Raisin, secretary. and Red Cross Drug Co.v1 rf &SSMIi
t it
i
One 't
of the I
best invest- -
f ments to bo found
the city of Las Vegas
today Is an Optic want ad. It f
will bring you results. Whether
you want to sell something
or buy something, you
can't lose. Only
THIS EXTRAVAGANZA TO BE SEEN AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE NEXT TUESDAY NIGHT.
ing the original pony ballet. I American composer. The musical
"Mile. Mischief," which is in three ! numbers are said to be charming,
acts, has been Americanized by Syd-- j among some of the more lasting melo- -
Corinne, now a Shubert star, will sociated with Corinne are a number
be seen under her new management of well known artists, included in the
at the Duncan opera house nextTues- - long list being W. P. Carleton. Paul
day night, in the Viennese operatta, ' L. Warren, Frank) Farrington, Edward
"Mile. Mischief," which the Shuberts Cutler, Louis Brunelle, Bonnie Farley,have given a splendid production. As-- Ethel Rose and fifty others, embrac
a little trou--
f ble to try f i,
this
theney Rosenfeld, who undertook dies being "Verily, Merrily," "To tne
commission for the Shuberts. The Regiment We'll Go," "Sweetheart"
soere is by Ziehrer, the famous and others.
I
V
I
EIGHT LAS VEGAS DAILY CTIC, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1909
WEATHER REPORT AP October 18, 1909.Temperature Maximum, 48;, mini-
mum,A Small Midfeet, Shipment, 33; range, 15.Humidity 6 a. m, 4pJ;18 m., 35; 6
p. m., 85; mean, 53." LinensJ,Fprecat Tonight i and .: Wednesday, Stampedgenerally fair, with rising
'
. in
LOCAL NEWS
Handkercheifs
Apolonlo A. Sena has accepted a Corset Covers 'position in the grocery department at
Bacharach ' Bros'. Fancy Towels ,
For Sale 2 horses and twp surreys, 1 Table CentersI for sale at Browne & Manzanares Co. Doylies-
.K
f We can furnish the paper and hang Dresser Scarfs
it for you. Ooors Lumber Co.
Get the best at Nolette's barber
ahnn ' AND A FULL LINE OF
Fresh Vegetables
INCLUDING N
Horse Radish
Albuquerque Head Lettuce
,
V Green Onions
- i
"
' Parsley - t Leek Soup Bunches
and
v-
- '
Fresh Ripe Tomatoes
Received Today at
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
' N. B. In preserving fruits we have small
lots of White Cling Peaches, Blue Damsons
Plums and Pickling Pears.
.
Fancy Pillow Tops
Fancy Table Centers
Pillow Ruffling and Cords
Mandoieta lopez de Leyba was
brought here from Taos yesterday
and committed as a patient in the
New Mexico insane asylum.
Great sale on street hats during this) week. Mrs. Forbes, Mrs. Wright s 50 Stylet of Ueatt-r-
s to Select
From. '
Heating Stoves and Ranees are ourold stand. See our new line of Bath Robes for LadiesGreat clearance sale on wall paper specialty. We my. in carload lotsfrom only well known Foundri s. vnow on at Coors Lumber Co. EVERT STOVE GUARANTEED.
A 5 minute walk may save you $5.C0Cyder your cream from T. T.
Turner. . Lurtwig Win. I Held,
Bridge Street.Wanted You to 'get an 'art picture
free. Come and see them. At LasUse 0ir Jake Graaf, I
SIXTH STREET PHONE MAIN 107 $j
Vegas Undertaking company. Seats reserved in advance will be
held until noon. October 26th. at.flii'U
1
A special train of the Woman's Fo which time all seats reserved must be
called for. Prices J1.00 and J2.00reign Missionary society is due to
pass through- here this evening en
route from California to Kansas City.
- i
Flour There will be an important meetingPride of the board of directors of the Com-mercial club tonight, at which a full
attendance of members is urged. The
meeting will be held at 7:30 o'clock
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
Building. E. D. Burks.
H.
sharp.
H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN
ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.
Bridge Street. . . Phone Main 85
Miss Helen Donnelly, who has been
Vljil Sandoval. Pedro Chaves nn.--lat St Anthony's sanitarium for the
past several years, is now domociled Horace Mawhrv Wore a rr-- 1 cm eA Kn.
i !
i
t--
'
4
f
- r tivv uiiuigu&u UC"fore Justice of the Peace' D. R. Murat the home of Mrs. T. J. Raywood.Also Headquarters for
All kinds of FEED Beginning October 6th I will teach
ray, this morning, charged with drunk-
enness. Mawbry paid his fine of tivedollars and costs and departed, while
the other two will serve eieht davs on
the Btreets. .
ladies to do their own dressmaking
and tailoring, as taught by the Kelst-er'- s
Ladles' Tailoring College of St.
Louis. For particulars call at 925
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
Rome-fad- eTheodore N. EsDe. a Htier.ini t
Miss Minnie M. Thompson is em
of the general land office, with head-
quarters at Santa Fe, was a visitorhere between trains this afternoon.
He transacted business with U. S.
District Attorney D. .T. Taliv tuhtio
ployed at the local postoffice learning
her duties as postmistress, prepara-
tory to accepting the. postoffice at Op BAKERY GOODIESin the city. Mr. Espe enjoys an entimo in we near ruiure.
viable reputation as a federal
Big discounts on wall paper. Must
F1IE MEATS
i
For the
best Beef,
Pork and
Mutton
in the
City go to
make room for new stock.' CoorsLas Vegas Roller Mills
Phone 13L
El Porvenir opened for winter iin.Lumber Cos
der new management. 'Rvfrvthin
P. N. Tolsin, who has been employ up to date now. Special dinners every Cakes, Pies, Cookies,
, Bread
ed by the Las Vegas Lumber com-
pany,' has secured a position as book-
keeper with Stern & Nahm and will
enter upon his new duties at once.
sunaay. stage leaves Romero Mer-
cantile Co.'s Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday mornings at 8 o'clock. Re-
turning same days, leaves El Porve-
nir at 2 p. . , .
I have bought the Las Vegas Sani
tary business, and will make a re IMPORTANT NOTICE .x
To all members of Diamondduction on all work done, for the next
thirty days. Would like a trial' to con-- No. 4. A. O. TT. W: At th rAeiilfir
vlnc -- yeu-tbat I will treat"everyone meeting Tuesday evening October
19th. matters of Vital interest tn nil atmembers will be anted nn nil reel.right. See me or telephone the Cal-houn Real Estate company, Main
146. J. M. Bentley. dent members are urgently requestedto be present.
Owing to the great interest being
PAPEN'S
Orders by Telephbne Promptly and
. Carefully Filled.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
J. K MARTIN,
Master Workman.taken in the approaching engagement
of Corlnne in "Mile. Mischief" at the A. J. WERTZ. Secretary.
Duncan opera house on Tuesday eve Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S. Fresh Mince Pie. '
ning jOctober 26, and the demand for CRYSTAL THEATERseats, the advance sale of seats will
open at Murphey's and Schaefer's
drug stores on Thursday morning.
YOUR SELECTION .
L jizzzri jOF A GOOD BANK .
IIs important, not only for the present, but
also'for the years to come.
jTheJright Bank connection will be a material
helptoJyour every day business.-
fjThisI Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-
ganization. -
WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS
The First National Bank
3 OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
' CAPITALJand SURPLUS $130,000.00.
MOTION PICTURES
Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
For Sale Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, agein the wood. Direct from distillery to-yo- u.
At the Lobby, or course. ,Hens Monday and Tuesday.Admission 10 cents. Children 5 cents.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourhnn.
at the Opera bar. Served from barSome very, desirable City prop
rels on the bar. 'vThat Will Lay. erty improved and unimproved.Sanitary
Houses for rent furnished and Straight Guggenheim rye served.
over the bar at the Antlers.unfurnished.JEFFERSON EAYNOLDS, President.E. D. EAVNOtDS.lCashier. HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,
Real Estate Co.
) Douglas Ave. E. Las Vegas, N. M.
Pabst's draught beer on tap only- - i.
at Opera bar.MONEY SAVED
Od Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,
Free from Sl&te or Slack
, i i v. Clothes of
D. W. CONDON v.
Washing
"
Best
Ironing
.
Careful Handling
of Goods
Prompt Service
Can be had ONLY by
patronizing
T5he
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY
A
.
FINE LOT OF FULL v
'
BLOOD, WHITE LEG- -'
-- HORNS- -
RECEIVED TODAY
SEE
THEM IN OUR
, WINDOWS "
I. H. STEIRIIS,
Grocer, v ,
V Foot Main St Qualityphone Main SI
Hart Schaffner fcfarxThe BEST MEATS in Town. M. GREENBERGER,
SoleAeent
-A
Spring Lamb
Fancy Native Glutton
Veal
Kansas City and native Beef
Home Dressed Spring Chick'
Latest designs and all new p.. - V
'terns, just what you should have ' v
for Fall and Winter 1909 and - '
1910.
If your wardrobe is incompletej ; p anything in the way of Cloth-ing, .Hats, Shoes or Furnishing
Goods, you are cordially invited
to inspect our stock.
ens and liens
New Crop
Home Grown Carnations
75c Per Dozen J
All Kinds of Sausages
- , rmpin . )irood& Ma Las Vegas Greenhouses I Boston Holing HouseGrocers, Catchers and Dakera
. Copyright 1909 or Hart SrhtrTner.& ViantPERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276
